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Satin and sparkle, bright lights, fair city-all were part of the ambiance at 
the School of Art's 68th annual Fashion Design Show, held last May at the 
St. Louis Galleria. Inspired by a circus theme, eight seniors and five juniors 
designed and presented original fashion ranging from tres haute to on­
the-rack. The highly professional show provides valuable experience to 
students destined for Seventh Avenue or Rodeo Drive, says art professor 
Jeigh Singleton, who heads the Fashion Design program. (One is Kate 
Crews, B.F.A. '97, who created the elegant ensemble modeled above.) 
And, Singleton adds, it gives participating St. Louisans " a chance to strut." 
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First-year student Cheryl Wiener (r.) maneuvers the car she 
designed and built as part of the course "Introduction to 
Engineering Design." During the class, students had been given 
various parts and raw materials to design and build machines 
that could assemble pairs of wooden blocks on a table like puzzle 
pieces. Wiener and the other students displayed their machines 
in December during the mechanical engineering department's 
first Mechanical Engineering Design Contest. 
Restoring History: Architecture 
Students Rebuild Slave Cabin 
Architecture students who carefully tagged, documented, 
restored a former slave cabin and disassembled the historic 
from Jonesburg, Missouri, are cabin. 
both preserving and making After the pieces were moved 
history. The rough-hewn log from Jonesburg to st. louis, the 
cabin that was home to a fami­ students, Frances, and museum 
ly of slaves in the late 1830s is founder lois D. Conley spent 
the main attraction at the several evenings rebuilding the 
Midwest's first Black World slave cabin. Except for the 
History Wax Museum. gabled roof, the 16-by-18-foot 
Members of the School of cabin has been almost complete­
Architecture's chapter of the ly restored. 
National Organization of The cabin is a testimony to 
Minority Architecture Students the harsh living conditions of the 
began work on the project in slaves in the 1830s. After work­
November. During several ing the fields all day, slaves 
weekends and under the direc­ returned to sparse, cramped 
tion of St. louis preservationist quarters-with a dirt floor and 
Jesse Frances, the students few furnishings. 
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Researchers Study 
Why Some Students 
Stay in High School 
Everyone agrees that the 
high-sch oo l dropout rate 
- espec ia lly among Afr ican­
Am erican tee n-a ge rs-is 
ala rm ing ly h igh. In some 
in ne r-city sc hoo ls, it ranges 
from 40 to 50 pe rce n t. 
"W hy is it tha t some stu ­
den ts make it?" asks Michael J. 
Strube, p rofesso r of psycholo­
gy in Arts and Scien ces. " If 
we can p redict who will stay 
in sc hoo l, we may be able to 
design interventions to keep 
more ki ds there." 
Strube and Larry E. Davis, 
a professor in th e George 
Warren Brown Schoo l of 
Soc ia l Wo rk a nd in the 
Depa rtment of Psychology in 
Arts and Scien ces, a re in the 
midst o f a stu dy to identify 
these p redict ive fa cto rs. In 
1994, they recei ved a 
$2] ],000 grant from th e 
Matern al and Child Hea lth 
Burea u of the U.S. 
Depa r tme nt of Health an d 
Human Se rvices to track a 
group of fres hmen through 
the ir sophomore yea r a t 
Architecture students Kai White, foreground, and Jeo Kim (r.) help 
rebuild a slave cabin from the 7830s at the Black World History Wax 
.. 
No rman dy Se nior High 
School in n o rth St . Louis 
Cou nty. They now h ave 
received an additi o na l 
$283,000 to fo ll ow these 
studen ts th rough] 999. 
Their wor k has been yie ld­
ing surp rising res u lts. 
Th e dropout ra te so far 
ha s turned out to be lower 
than expected. Of the origi­
na l 232 students in th e study, 
170 ha ve return ed to the 
sc hool as so phomores. 
Museum in north St. Louis. 
Conley says she decided to cre­
ate the museum, a nonprofit ven­
ture funded mainly by private 
donations, after visiting a similar 
one in Baltimore. She hopes the 
St. louis museum, which has 
relied heavily on the help of vol ­
unteers, family, and friends, 
will "promote better aware­
ness of the contributions of 
black people and make the 
trials and triumphs of the 
black world more accessible 
to the public." 
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Chinese New Year 
Freshmen Vanee Virasch, foreground, and Margaret Hsiang per­
form the Flutter Fan Dance during the Chinese New Year Festival 
on February 8 in Graham Chapel. The festival, sponsored by the 
Chinese Students Association and the Chinese New Year Festival 
Planning Committee, culminated a weeklong celebration. 
Math Wins Add Up 
A team o f Washingto n 
Univers ity students placed 
fourth this year in th e William 
Lowell Putnam Ma th ematical 
Com petition held la st 
December. Mathew Cra wford , 
Dani el Schepler, and Jade 
Vinson ea rned th e Univers ity 
a $2,000 cas h pri ze a nd earned 
individua l $200 prizes. Na med 
a Putnam Fellow for ranking 
among th e top six contesta nts, 
Sch ep le r also rece ived $1,000. 
Five WU math majors in 
Arts and Scie nces ra n ked 
a mo ng th e top 70 individua l 
contes tants in the dema nding 
com peti tion tha t drew 2,407 
students from 408 U.S. and 
Can ad ian colleges and universi­
ti es. The studen ts are Schepler, 
Vinson, C rawford, Daniel 
Joh nston, and Lawren ce 
Robe rts. Competitio n coaches 
were Ca rl Bender, professor of 
physics, and mathemati cs pro­
fessors Vlad imir Masek and 
Richard Rochberg. 
Since 1976, W U teams have 
mad e the top 10 in 16 o f 21 
Putn am com petiti o n s-includ­
ing 10 to p-five performances. 
/\nd in Apr il , two tea m s wo n 
first and second place in the 
seco nd ann ual Missouri 
Mathema tical Associa tion of 
America Co lleg iate Mathe­
matics Competitio n . Sche pl e r 
and C IHi s toph er Green 
won first p lace, scoring 97 
out of 100; placing seco nd 
were Johnston and Joanna 
Nordlicht wit h 78. Mase k wa s 
th e coach. 
Yearlong Festival 
Focuses on Vienna's 
Music, Culture 
The "m uddy" Mississippi 
wi II p lay th e role of the 
"blue" Danu be as 
Washington University 
hosts Vien na Fest 199 7, a 
year long ce leb ratio n o f 
19 th - and early 20t h-cen tu­
ry Viennese mus ic and cu l­
tu re. Vienna Fest recognizes 
the 200 th anni versary of 
Franz Schubert's birth a nd 
th e centenary of Johannes 
Brah ms'deat h . 
Seth Carlin, professor of 
music in Arts and Sciences, 
who is organizing the fes ti­
va l , says, "The works o f 
these two men move aud i­
ences today as deepl y as 
whe n th ey firs t were pe r­
fo rmed in th e great hall s 
a nd parlo rs of 19th-centu ry 
Vienna . Vienna Fes t w ill be 
a cha n ce for peo ple 
to explo re in depth 
the full scope of 
Schubert 's and 
Bra hm s' mus ica l 
gen ius. " 
Throughout the 
year, music students 
and fa culty w ill pre­
se nt a full ra nge of 
wo rks by Schubert, Brah m s, 
and their Viennese contempo­
raries. The St. Louis music 
community a lso will jo in in 
the Vienn a Fes t spirit with 
concerts by the Sa int l.ouis 
Sympho ny Orch est ra and 
C h amber Music Sai nt Louis. 
Scien tific developm ents of 
late 19th-ce ntury Vi enna will 
be represented in the Schoo l 
of Med ic in e ex hibit, "Drea m 
C ity: Viennese Med ici n e as a 
Benchmark for St. Louis 
Doctors," ru nning from March 
through Augus t. Photographs, 
rare books, and docum ents 
hi gh light th e important con-
tril)utions of Viennese scien­
ti sts to modern medicine. 
In October, Vienn a Fest 
wi ll feature a wee kend of 
musical and lit era ry activiti es, 
beginning w ith a concert 
o f Brahms and Schubert 
forte-piano works by worJd­
renowned performe r Ma lco lm 
Bi Iso n. 
Music lovers can continue 
th e special weekend by 
a ttendin g th e performance o f 
a Liederabend, co-s ponso red 
by the music and Germanic 
la nguages and literatures 
depar tm ents in Arts and 







After retirin g last sprin g, 
William 1-1. Matheson, p rofes­
sor emeritus o f com p arative 
litera ture in Arts and 
SCiences, created a fun d to 
support his d iscipline and to 
honor a coll eag ue, the la te 
Liselotte Dieckmann. 
The Dieckma nn-Math eso n 
Fund for th e Support o f 
Compara tive Li terature wi ll 
assist graduate st udents stu dy­
ing comparative literature 
bot h on cam pus and conduct­
in g research and lan guage 
study elsew here. Dieckma nn , 
a nati ve of Frankfurt, 
Ge rman y, was Washington 
Uni versi ty 's fj rst professo r o f 
comparative literature (see 
page 8 ). Specializing in 18th­
and 19th-centu rv Germ an lit­
era ture, Dieckm~nn a lso was 
a n ou tstanding scholar. 
Matheson taught at th e 
Unive rsity for more th an 25 
years- on lyric poetry, on th e 
nove l inte rnati o nally, o n lit­
e rature and madness, and o n 
numerous cross-cultural top­
ics involving compari sons o f 
European or Ameri can and 
Ch inese or Japanese writin gs. 
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Freshman track and field jumping speCialist 
Knstin Meade 
title and outdoor titles. 
Senior sprinter Chris Nally 
and four outdoor titles 
during his four years. 
engineering faculties, between 
industry and the University, 
Correction This photo 
of The Postman (11 Postino) 
author Antonio Skarmeta 
speaking with Felice Massie, 
M.A. '62, appeared in the 
Spring 1997 issue of 
Washington University 
Magazine and Alumni News. 
The editors regret that 
Massie's name was omitted 
in the photo's caption. 
Skarmeta delivered the inau­
gural lecture for the Felice 
Massie Distinguished 
Visiting Professorship of 
Spanish Literature in Arts 
and Sciences last December. 




No record was 
safe from the WU 
track and field 
teams this spring. 
The Bears broke 
nine women's 
school records 
during the indoor 
season and snapped 




ing specialist Kristin 
Meade (r.) set WU 
records in the long 
jump and triple 
jump-indoors and 
outdoors-in her 






earned All-America status at 
the NCAA Division III Indoor 
Championships, becoming 
the fourth and fifth women's 
All-America honorees in 
team history. 
In April, the men's team 
completed a UAA sweep by 
winning the league indoor 
set the conference indoor 
record in the 55 meters 
(6.53 seconds) and was one 
of four WU individual 
champions. Fellow senior 
Jason Hudnall finished his 
career undefeated in the 
UAA pole vault competition 




The first class in the 
Executive Master of Manu­
facturing Management pro­
gram (EM3) is first class. The 
16 students enrolled in the 
degree program have impres­
sive credentials. Twenty per­
cent already have a graduate­
level degree; 69 percent have 
engineering backgrounds. 
Their average age is 40. They 
average 17 years of profes­
sional experience. 
Each course in the EM3 
program, a collaboration 
between the John M. Olin 
School of Business and the 
School of Engineering and 
Applied Science, includes 
both business and advanced 
engineering perspectives. 
Industry leaders on the 
EM3 advisory board helped 
create the curriculum with an 
eye toward maximum rele­
vance and value. They say 
the next generation of man­
agers must not only be tech­
nically and technologically 
sophisticated but also abJe to 
work in groups and motivate 
others to do their best. 
"EM3 is about collabora­
tion-between business and 
and among our students," says 
Dean H. Kropp, academic co­
director of the EM3 program, 
associate dean at the Olin 
School and the Dan Broida 
Professor of Operations and 
Manufacturing Management. 
A Challenge for the 
Law School 
Washington University'S 
School of Law has received a 
$750,000 challenge grant from 
the Kresge Foundation of Troy, 
Michigan. Under the terms of 
the challenge, the law school 
must complete its $20 million 
Building for a New Century cam­
paign by December 30, 
1997-one-and-a-half years 
ahead of schedule. 
As of January 1, 1997, the 
law school had raised $18.15 
million, including the expect­
ed Kresge gift, toward con­
struction costs for the new law 
building-Anheuser-Busch 
Hall-and to support the 
endowment and annual fund. 
The new building, with 
its state-of-the-art technology, 
is assisting Washington 
University in its goal of 
preparing students for the 
21 st cen tury. 
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Focusing on Diversity 
During the School of Medicine Diversity Conference, second-year 
student Esi Morgan (r.) describes her poster on domestic violence 
in Asian-Pacif ic-American communities to second-year students 
Maria Dans and Neal Sikka. The January meeting, which included 
a workshop, lunchtime seminars, and a cultura l fair, addressed 
diversity issues in physician-patient interactions. 
Hagemann Chair 	 in this field after his second 
wife, Charlotte, A.B. '38, andSupports Research on 
one of his brothers developed 
Alzheimer's Disease Alzheimer'S disease. 
Hagemann also is a controlWashington University 
subject in an Alzheimer'S alumni Charlotte and Paul Disease Research Center studyHagemann have endowed a 
that compares normal agingnew chair at the School of 
with aging in persons with theMedicine. The Charlotte and disease. Paul Hagemann Professorship William A. Peck, executive in Neurology will support 
vice chancellor for medical basic research on Alzheimer's 
affairs and dean of the Schooldisease. 
of Medicine, says: "The profes­
"If there are going to be sig­
sorShip will enhance ournificant advances in this area, 
already outstanding group ofthey will come as a result of 
neuroscientists. The SchoOl ofnew basic knowledge about Medicine is proud to name itthe central nervous system," 
after two wonderful individuals says PaulO. Hagemann, 
who have been such effective A.B. '30, M.D. '34, professor 
and tireless advocates for theemeritus of clinical medicine. University."Hagemann became interested 
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Special Olympic Cheer _ I ( :- ., 
Washington University sopho- ~r-~~~~ . 
more Becky Schnitzer (I.), with ',' t ", ~ ~fI/' ­
lisa Park and Amy Valentine, . ~ tt'p ~ ~,(:,.l . 
perform the Macarena to cheer r.~ 
on athletes playing basketball " I,' J ~ .", 
during the Special Olympics held ~' , 1 a' 
in February in the Athletic Complex. 	 ) 
Washington People 
John R. Loya has been 
named vice chancellor for 
human resources. He suc­
ceeds Gloria W. White, 
M.A. '63, M.J.S. '80, who 
retired from the University 
on June 30 after 22 years 
of service. 
Loya has held senior 
officer roles in human 
resources at major hospitals 
and medical centers during 
the past 20 years. Most 
recently, Loya was associate 
vice president and chief 
human resources officer at 
the University of Texas' 
M.D. Anderson Cancer 

Center in Houston. 

Four University offi­
Cials-Judith M. Jasper, 
Randy L. Farmer, David 




promoted to associate vice 





Jasper serves in public 
affairs as associate vice 
chancellor and executive 
director of University 
communications. Farmer 
is associate vice chancellor 
and director of medical 
alumni and development 
programs. Jones is associate 
vice chancellor and director 
of the University's alumni 
and development programs. 
Thompson is associate vice 
chancellor and senior direc­
tor of major gifts and capital 
projects. Each was formerly 
an assistant vice chancellor. 
Joe Deal, dean of the 
School of Art, has been 
elected to the board of 
directors of the College Art 
Association (CAA). The 
CAA, which has 15,000 
members worldwide, repre­
sents individuals and insti­
tutions from a wide range 
of arts-related diSCiplines. 
As a board member, Deal 
helps art educators meet the 
challenges facing them as 
they enter the 21st century. 
Vivian R. Pollack, 
professor of English in Arts 
and Sciences, received a 
Fellowship for University 
Teachers from the National 
Endowment for the 
Humanities to complete a 
book on Walt Whitman. 
The book, The Erotic 
Whitman, combines bio­
graphy, literary criticism, 
Salvatore P. Sutera, for­
mer chair of the Department 
of Mechanical Engineering, 
was installed as the first 
Spencer T. Olin Professor of 
Engineering and Applied 
Science in March. After chair­
ing the mechanical engineer­
ing department for 25 years, 
Sutera led the creation of the 
interdepartmental program 
in biomedical engineering. 
B. Benjamin Taylor, 
adjunct associate professor of 
English in Arts and Sciences 
and writer-in-residence, was 
awarded the Harold Ribalow 
Prize for his first novel, Tales 
Out ofSchool. The novel is 
now published in paperback 
through Warner Books. 
Robert E. Tbacb, dean 
of the Graduate School of Arts 
and SCiences, has been elected 
to a three-year term on the 
Council of Graduate Schools' 
(CGS) board of directors. CGS 
is an organization of higher­
education institutions in 
North America that are 
engaged in graduate educa­
tion, research, scholarship, 
and the preparation of indi­
viduals pursuing advanced 
degrees. 
Samuel A. Wickline, 
associate professor of medi­
cine and adjunct associate 
professor of physics in Arts 
and SCiences and of biomed­
ical engineering in the School 
of Engineering and Applied 
Science, was appointed to a 
four-year term on the 
Diagnostic Radiology Study 
Section at the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH). 
This NIH study section is 
responsible for reviewing 
grant applications submitted 
by individual investigators 
and for providing recommen­
dations for funding approval. 
Michael Wysession, 
associate professor of earth 
and planetary sciences in 
Arts and SCiences, has been 
named one of 60 reCipients 
of the inaugural Presidential 
Early Career Awards for 
Scientists and Engineers. He 
received the award during a 
ceremony held at the White 
House la st December. 
He was recognized for 
producing the first global 
map of the region deep 
inside the earth . Wysession 
received a $500,000 award 
and historical analysis. for further research. 
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Trumpet virtuoso Wynton Marsalis (center) greets lecture-goers 
after his February Assembly Series appearance. 
"Key-Note" Speaker 
Jazz and classical trumpet 
player Wynton Marsalis deliv­
ered an Assembly Series lec­
ture titled MRedemption 
Through Sacrifice: The Legacy 
of American Slavery" in 
February in Graham Chapel. 
The lecture was the keynote 
address of the Cultural 
Celebration, a weeklong series 
of events organized by the 
Campus Y to highlight the cul­
tures represented in the 
Washington University and 
St. Louis communities. 
Marsalis is co-founder and 
artistic director of Jazz at 
Lincoln Center as well as an 
accomplished and dedicated 
educator and composer. One 
of his recent works, "Blood 
on the Fields," which is about 
American slavery, is written 
for vocals and big band. 
Three Minutes-Then 

Four Decades-of Fame 

In 1952, Bobby Cox, wife of 
Jerome R. Cox, Jr., the Harold 
B. and Adelaide G. Welge 
Professor of Computer Science, 
performed a feat in less than 
three minutes that brought 
her an anonymous sort of 
fame, which has endured for 
more than four decades. 
The stunning sequential 
image (r.) of her as a young 
woman skipping rope is part 
of a photographic legacy that 
occupies a niche in American 
popular culture. The photo­
graph-taken by the late 
engineer/photographer 
Harold Edgerton-and others 
by him recently were on dis-
WASH INGTO N UNI V ERS IT Y 
play at the Saint 
Louis Art Museum. 
The museum holds 18 
Edgerton pho­
tographs donated by 
the Harold and Esther 
Edgerton Foundation 
and others from a 
1991 gift of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles F. Turner. 
In the winter of 
1952, the newly mar­
ried Bobby Cox was 
Edgerton's secretary 
at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. An 
electrical engineering professor 
there, Edgerton asked Cox 
to skip rope in a crowded 
SU MM ER 1997 
University Acquires 
300-Plus Apartments 
To provide add itional hOUSing 
options fo r its students--espe­
cia ll y gradua te students­
Washington University has 
reached an agreement with 
Pa rkview Properties, Inc., to 
purchase approXimately 41 
apartmen t buildings-most 
in the Skinker-DeBaliviere 
neighborhood in St. Louis 
city and some in University 
City. They comprise 331 
apartmen t un its that are 
occupied primarily by Wash­
ington University graduate 
and professional students. 
The University wiJI 
connect the build ings to its 
computer netwo rk and te le­
phon e system. It a lso will 
provide shuttle service and 
add itio nal security. 
The University is purChas­
ing many of the properties 
from Stephen a nd Lecil Saller 
and Alan and Kathl een 
Hamilton , lo ngtime res idents 
of the Skin ker-DeBa liviere 
neighbo rhood. The Sal.l ers 
and Hamiltons have acquired 
the bu i.ld ings over a 2S-year 
period, managing them 
lecture hall in pitch darkness 
across a series of black-papered 
laboratory tables, in order to use 
the pulsating strobe lighting that 
through their company, 
Parkview Properties. Pa rkview 
Properties will continue to 
manage the buildings. 
"We believe tha t 
Washington University will 
bring many important 
additional benefits to those 
living in the apartments, 
most of whom attend the 
University," says Al an 
Hamilton, president of 
Parkview Properties, Inc. 
Washington U. has 
enjoyed a mutually benefi cia l 
relationship with the Skinker­
DeBaliviere neighborhood 
for more than 2S years. The 
area has long been popul ar 
with University students and 
faculty. 
"We have been ex tremely 
pleased with Parkview 
Properties and their man· 
agement. The change to 
University ownershi p 
should add serv ices tha t our 
student tenants will find 
valuable," says Geo rge Burri s, 
director of off-campus hous­
ing. "And as ren ts increase 
throughout the region , we 
want to provide affo rdable 
and convenient housing for 
our students." 
created the stop-action effect when 
it flashed. 




Does exercise lower blood 	 cells potentially can inhibit 
the release of neurotrans­pressure in the elderly? 
mitters, which is what hap­School of Medicine pens in th e brain after a 
researchers have received a person drinks five or six$1.4 million grant from the beers. A slowdown in neu­National Institute on Aging rotransmitter release could 
to conduct a five-year study lead to slurred speech,
to determine if moderate clumsiness, slow reflexes 
exercise can lower blood and a loss of inhibitions.pressure in older people. To The research team is date, no studies have exam­ headed by Richard W.ined the effects of exercise Gross, professor of medi­
on the blood pressure of cine and of molecular biol­people over 60. ogy and pharmacology.Ali A. Ehsani, professor 
of medicine, who will head Researchers join NIH's largestthe study, hopes to gain an diabetes studyunderstanding of the bio­
logical link between exer­ The School of Medicine has 
cise and blood pressure. been chosen to participate 
Previous studies have in the larges t diabetes study 
shown that exercise helps to date to evaluate whether 
reduce thickening in lifestyle changes or med ica­
younger patients' hea rts. tion can prevent or delay 
This study will determine adult-onset diabetes . The 
whether exercise can have Diabetes Prevention 
the same potentially lifesav­ Program is a 2S-center 
Free Health Care at 	 til e Forest Park Southeast ing effect on the elderly. study funded by the 
Family Care Hea lth Center, National Institutes ofNeighborhood Clinic 4352 Mancheste r Road, link between cataracts and Health, involving 4,000 
The Schoo ls of Medicine and provides much-needed medica l light identified patients nationwide. 
Social Work, working with se rvices in an area where many Several millionA potentially key link Americans have impairedthe Family Care Health 	 people lack hea lth insurance between cataracts and lightCenter, opened a free health­	 or have limited access to hea lth glucose to lerance (IGT), a exposure has been identi ­
ca re clinic in th e Forest Park 	 ca re. prediabetic state. Research­fied by School of MedicineSoutheast neighbo rhood in The students formed the 	 ers believe that if IGT isresea rchers. Ca taracts, January. A team of six Schoo l 	 Student Organized Clinic identified early, it m ay bewhich are a common ca use 
of Medicine students, which 	 Committee and did their own possible to prevent or delay of vision loss in olderproposed the clinic more 	 fund raisin g, receiving finan cia l th e development of adult­adults, result partly fromthan a yea r ago, has been 	 support from the medical onset diabetes. Resea rchers exposure to ultraviolet B
working on the details since. 	 school's Alumni Association at the school will screen ) (UVB) rays in sunshine. TheBut, the combined efforts 	 and the Dea n 's Office . 3,000 local patients for th eresearchers found that fatty
of students, faculty, and With a physician from the 	 study.acids called prostaglandins,
community membe rs were 	 School of Medicine on duty, the which are activated by UVB
required to finally make the clinic is full y eq uipped to treat 	 lessening strokes' damageradiatio n, are involved in
clinic a reality. 	 common med ica l problems. In both the creation and the 	 An experimental drugThe walk-in Saturday addition, a student from the 	 called Cerestat, which mayprogression of cataracts.Neighborhood Hea lth 	 George Warren Brown School lessen brain damage follow­They report that they haveCenter, which is open from o f Social Work he lps connect been able to prevent ing strokes, is being tested 9 a.m. to noon Saturdays at patients to o ther services. cataracts by inhibiting in five countries by School 
prostaglandin synthesis. of Medicine researchers. 
Usha P. Andley, assistant Stroke is the leading cause~ 
professor of ophthalmology of disability and the third 
and visual sciences and of leading cause of dea th in 
biochemistry and molecular th e United States. 
biophysics, leads the After many decades of 
research team. resea rch at Washington 
University and other insti­
I 
.. tutions, Cerestat was devel­Studying how alcohol~. 
oped by Cambridge Neuro­intoxicates 
science, Inc. Chung Y. Hsu,
A study at the School of professo r of neurology in 
Medicine may lead to th e School of Medicine, is 
answer the age-old ques­ coordinating the School's 
tion : Why does alcohol participation in the drug
make people drunk? trial , which is being orga­
Resea rchers have discovered nized by Boehringer
that a compound produced Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals,
by alcohol-soaked brain Inc. 
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Physician Will Ross (I) questions patient Billy Marshall during his initial exam­
ination Benjamin Verdine (back) and Neal Sikka (r ) were among the stu­
dents who proposed the dille. 
.,ashington University's superb 
teachers have changed the lives of the 
many students who have learned from 
them. Here, three alumni describe fac­
ulty whose lessons will last a lifetime. 
Liselotte Dieckmann (1902-1994) 
Professor Emeritus of German and former 
department chair 
Milica Banjanin: 
"Liselotte and I 
met many years 
ago when I was an 
undergraduate stu­
dent here. She 
became my adviser, 
and to my great relief, she actually 
knew the part of Europe I came from . 
"Liselotte's symbolism course made 
an indelible impression on me, not 
only because of the breadth of her 
knowledge, the fascinating way she 
conveyed the material, her meticulous 
elaboration of lexical and other subtle­
ties in the poetry we read, but also 
because of her infectious enthusiasm 
for her subject matter. Through her 
refined and sensitive prism I learned 
about symbolism and found she had 
opened the mysterious, imaginative, 
and intriguing world of the avant-garde 
for me, which I explore to this day. 
"What attracted me to Liselotte were 
her wide interests and the immense 
culture that had shaped her identity. 
She has been and will remain a role 
model for me, a person who perse­
vered in her professional goals and in 
her ceaseless pursuit of knowledge. 
Liselotte's joy of learning and inner 
strength, her attitude of being a sur­
vivor no matter what life dealt, have 
been a source of inspiration and guid­
ance. I will always remember Liselotte 
for helping me when I was her stu­
dent, for asking me to teach here 
when I was still working on my Ph.D. 
at Columbia University, for being my 
colleague and friend, and for showing 
me how to accept what life brings 
with grace and dignity." 
• Milica Banjanin, A.B. '61, 

Ph.D. '70, professor of 

Russian and department 

chair, joined Washington 










ic in the best 
sense. He tran­
Western figure draftsmanship without 
understanding the distinction between 
sculptural draftsmanship and simply 
copying what you see-or producing 
the photo-derived images that appear 
in so much of what passes for figura­
tive art today. 
scended issues of style and transmit­
ted principles of seeing and thinking, 
and a passion for those. 
"In the mid-70s, art schools were 
very laissez-faire; the idea was to help 
students be themselves. Twenty years 
later, that has proven to be a mis­
guided idea in any kind of teaching. 
The best you can offer students is not 
a reflection back of themselves but of 
something larger. That's what Barry 
did incomparably well. In his year­
long Figure Structure class, we were 
intensively immersed in a sculptural 
understanding of the figure as a 
drawing problem. It was a hybridiza­
tion of the visual and the conceptual 
that unlocked the whole history of 
Western figure drawing. You cannot 
understand the great paragons of 
Arnold S. Lien (1886-1976) 
Professor Emeritus of. Political Science and former department chair 
' "..' ~ - • 
Arthur Dougan: 
"Dr. Arnold Lien, 
head of the politi­
cal science depart­
ment in the '20s 
and '30s, was the 
finest teacher I 
had in college or law school-and I 
had a lot of fine ones. He was a 
bachelor and a shy recluse, living in a 
tiny apartment by himself, just off the 
campus. He lived for teaching and for 
his students. He wrote nothing but 
read a great deal. 
"Dr. Lien gave the toughest exams 
of anyone at Washington U., I believe. 
They were four-hour essays. I had the 
honor to help him in grading and can 
testify as to how conscientious he was. 
An A from him was a real A! 
"Barry's course was a boot camp of 
the mind for an artist. No other class 
was remotely as demanding. After we 
lost our pretenSions and were humbled 
by the magnitude of the problem and 
the distance to be traveled, we were 
ready for rebuilding. We learned the 
importance of facing up to artistic limi­
tations and resisting them-that you 
get strong not by doing what you do 
well, but by probing your inadequacies, 
your weaknesses, until you reach a new 
kind of consciousness. It gave me a 
context for looking at art and myself 
and my own poss ibilities. " 
• Scott Noel, 	B.F.A. '7B, is a figurative painter 
who has been a working artist in 
Philadelphia for 15 years. He 
exhibits widely and teaches at 
schools including Philadelphia's 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art. 
.......................................................................... 

.. ~,~(~. -..\.i:"j"fl 
"He recommended to his best stu­
dents that they go to the Harvard Law 
School, which he thought was the 
most rigorous mental diSCipline for a 
political science student. How well he 
succeeded in our preparation is evi­
denced by the fact that when, in 1936, 
the Harvard Law School correlated suc­
cessful grades in college with successful 
grades in law, Washington University 
rated the highest in the world . 
"But most of all I loved him. I never 
lived in St. Louis after graduation, but 
whenever I got to town (rather often) 
I called on Dr. Lien, and he positively 
glowed with interest in what I was 
doing." 
• Arthur L. Dougan, A.B. '31, is a 
retired lawyer in Cleveland 
Heights, Ohio. 
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D 	 Please use the new Charitable Gift Annuity rates and send me a personalized, 
confidential calculation using the fo llowing birthdate(s) to illustrate the very attractive 
benefits that I will receive from a Washington University Charitable Gift Annu ity. 
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Here is good news for you... 

Increased rates make the Charitable Gift Annuity 
an even better deal at Washington University. 
:' For many years, donors have selected the Charitable Gift Annuity as an easy 
:' and tax,.wise way to support Washington University. Attractive benefits include 
. a substantial charitable deduction, very favorable tax treatment of annuity 
' income, and guaranteed fixed income for life. 
Here are some rates and deductions for a $10,000 Charitable Gift Annuity 
I ONE BE N EFICIAR Y TWO BENEFI CI ARIE S I 
Old New Charitable Old New Charitable 
Age Rate Rate Deduction * Ages Rate Rate Deduction * 
60 6 .1% 6.9% 
65 6 .5% 7.2% 
70 6 .9% 7.7% 
75 7.7% 8.4% 





New Rates Also Benefit 
Younger People ... 
If you wish to defer your income 
until age 65, your rates may 
even be better. Here are some 
samples for a $~O,OOO Deferred 
Payment Gift Annuity: 
-ONE BE NE F I CIARY ­
Age Rate Deduction * 
35 39.0% $7 ,309 
40 29.2% 7,013 
45 21.8% 6 ,676 
50 16.3% 6,266 
55 12.2% 5 ,746 
60 9.1% 5,080 
$3 ,641 60 & 60 5.8% 6 .6% $2 ,942 
3,969 65 & 65 6 .0% 6.8% 3,214 
4,277 70 & 70 6 .3% 7.1% 3,534 
4,612 75 & 75 6 .8% 7.5% 3,937 
4,996 80 & 80 7 .5% 8.2% 4,322 
5,500 80 & 85 7 .9% 8.6% 4,496 
5,929 85 & 85 8.6% 9.2% 4,713 
II. II. 
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BROOKINGSUlnlll PARTNERS 
Recognizing the Importance of Planned Gifts 
Washington University in St. louis 
ACT NOW!!! 

For details on a Washington University Gift 
Annuity call 1-314-935-5848 or 1-800-835­
3503 or use the enclosed reply card to 
obtain a personalized calculation so that you 
too can benefit from the new annuity rates. 
Advice from your tax or legal advisor should be sought 
when cons idering these types of gifts. 
"Amount of charitable deduction may vary sligh tly. 
iIIiIIIiI 
AMERICA 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
hat does it mean to be 
an Rmerican todalJ? 
How do indil1iduals 
find their "fitPP in a complex 
and chaUenginq world? 
Discol1ering answers to such 
questions is one qoal of the 
Rmerican Culture Studies 
program. 
BV Candace O'Connor 
VOTE YES ON WOM-EN 0 ' 
SUFFRAGE CT.I~ 
********************* 
The evening class in American Culture Studies (ACS) is hard at work on The C/llcib/e, Arthur Miller's play about the Salem witch trials. Led by Wayne Fields, professor of English in Arts and Sciences, the group discusses the litera ry qualities 
of the play, its historical context-17th-century New 
England-and the role of reli gion in Puritan life. But 
that is on ly the beginning. 
"What is the fascination with this play? Where does 
its power come from"!" Helds demands. Hands shoot up 
as the students-a mix o f upper-l eve l undergraduates and 
grad uate students in the part-time ACS evening master's 
degree program-propose various answers. 
Skillfully, Fields gu ides the discussion to 
another dimension of the play: the period in 
which Miller wrote it. It was the earl y 1950s, 
when Senator Joseph McCarthy's communist 
witch-hunts were in full swing. To dramatize ~cill 
the compa rison between Salem and mid-20th­
century America, Fields shows film clips of McCalthy and 
hi s adversary, commentator Edward R. Murrow, whose 
eloq uen t appea ls to the American people helped to bring 
McCarthy down. "Do you hea r the themes of the play in 
Murrow's speech?" Fields asks, as the class nods vigorously. 
In just o ne session of this course, America in the 
19505, Fie lds has drawn on an impressive range of disci­
plines: litera ture, histo ry, religion, political science, and 
social thought. The next week's class on the Civil Rights 
movement will include themes from Afri can-American 
studies; other discussions may invo lve women's studies, 
philosophy, o r film history. 
Pamela Miller, a St. Louis County library employee 
who has taken three courses in the program, appreCiates 
this weaving together of disciplines. " I love it," she says. 
"All these pieces are tied together in this thing we call 
American culture. I don 't think you can talk about any 
one aspect without bringing in all the others-they are 
so intertwined." 
That is precisely the purpose of American Culture 
Studies, a 15-year-old progra m now ga ining momentum 
a t Washington University with recent additions-and 
exciting changes to come. ACS is an interd isci plinary 
program with a two-fold purpose. It offers courses, like 
Fields' seminar, that give students a broad cultural con­
tex t. And it also provides a meeting ground for faculty 
members in various disc iplines who are grappling-from 
divergent points of view-with related issues in 
Ameri ca n culture. 
"We think that American Culture Studies will allow 
faculty and students to define-and redefi ne-some fun­
damental questions," says Fields. "What does it mean to 
be an American? How does our varied heritage shape th e 
people we have become? How do individuals find their 
' fit ' in a complex and cha llenging world? Our various 
discip lin es provide unique perspectives on these issues, 
and we wan t Ollr students to get a sense of th e range of 
resources and possibilities available to them as they 
struggle to make sense of themselves and one another." 
"Washington Un iversity is an institutio n that has 
strong academic traditions in core areas of importance to 
our American Culture Studies initiative," says Chancello r 
Mark S. Wri ghton . "Our location in the American hea rt­
land, the strength of our faculty, the inte rest of our stu­
dents, anc! our fa cilities and scholarly mate rials support 
th e conclusion that we can establi sh world leadership in 
this impo rtant a rea of intell ectual activity. The new 
effort to adva nce American Culture Studies is the result 
of our extensive Proj ec t 21 planning process and repre­
sents a maj o r opportunity to advance the University ane! 
to promote interdisciplinary teaching and resea rch in an 
area of interest, significance, and promise. Washington 
University's progress in thi s area is a lready noteworthy, 
and the grea t faculty leadership makes me enthusia stic 
regarding th e realization of a truly world-class program." 
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The program now consists of severa l elements . Since 
1995, the part-time master's degree program has been 
available through University College in Arts and Sciences. 
Dozens of ACS-related courses, taught by faculty from var­
ious departments, are open to students at all levels. Soon 
undergraduates will be able to complete a mino r in ACS. 
Freshmen who enter Washington University in fall 
1998 will be able to take a two-yea r sequence of ACS 
courses through the new Hewlett Program, funded by the 
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. Already, Fields 
and his colleagues are planning these multidisciplinary 
classes, which will explore the geographic, histori ca l, and 
cultural forces that shape America. (The first Hewlett 
Program, in environmental studies, begins in fall 1997.) 
"Here we are in the middle of the country," says Fields. 
"St. Louis is the place-thanks to our majo r rivers-where 
the country comes together. Where could be a better 
place to study Am erica? Add to this the strength of 
Washington University's academic departments and the 
quality of our Americanists trained in o ur traditio nal dis­
Ciplines. These really are extraordinary people h ere, gener­
ous colleagues who make collabo rative work possible." 
Across the country, interdi sciplinary interest is at a 
peak, Fields says. "People in English departments ca ll 
themselves 'new histo ricists' or discuss the politics of a 
text; people in anthropology study narrative theory. 
Everyone is crossing lines mo re routinely," he says. "When 
we ... speak out of our individual diSCiplines and training, 
we keep each other honest-and have a lo t mo re fun." 
"Arts and Sciences has been very successful in creating 
research and teaching conditions that encourage coopera­
tive efforts across traditional departmental and school 
boundaries," says Edward S . Macias, executive vice chan­
cellor and dean of Arts and Sciences. "Our ACS program is 
an excellent exa mple." 
At the same time, ACS has come to mea n m o re than 
m ere connections between diSCiplines, says David Konig, 
professor of history. In his own field of lega l hi story, for 
example, anthropologists, cri mino logists, phi losophers, 
and others may view lega l rul es in 
entirely different ways. So American 
culture is actually a "contested" area 
of inquiry, with layers o f meaning and 
viewpoint. 
"And I think Wayne is due much of 
th e credit for breaking the shackles of 
see ing that everything is blandly re lated to eve rything else 
in an amorphous way, " says Konig. "Instead, he recognizes 
that various diSCiplines ca n see different-even contrad ic­
to ry-meanings to things." 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Fields got his first tas te o f cross-diSCiplinary complex ity as a graduate student in Engli sh at the University o f Chicago, where he wrote his dissertation on the hi s­toric Lincoln-Do uglas debates. But in the 1970s, scholars everywhere were narrowing their scope-a 
style that did no t suit Fie lds. 
In 1976, Fields attended a Yale University humanities 
institute, where he m et scholars who also were wrestling 
with interdisciplinary issues. He returned llo me with a 
Illodel for a course, Reading America, which he team­
taught with Robert H. Salisbury, professor of political 
science. It included well-known literary texts, such as 
Nathaniel Hawthorne's short sto ries, and nonliterary docu­
ments and artifacts, such as Pierre L'Enfant 's plan for 
Washington, D.C. 
"At first , I read these works the way I would reael a 
novel or poem, while Bob Salisbury read them the way a 
politica l scientist would," says Fie lds. "Then after a while 
we were switching roles; it was hard to tell who was what 
and when we were behaving according to o ur own disci­
plines or developing other approaches." 
The experience was so stimulating that the two began 
talking about crossing depa rtmental lines to find "intell ectu­
al clusters" around the University. In 1982, they initiated 
a reading group that included Washington U. faculty and 
staff and participants from area universi ties, librari es, and 
museums. This led to talks about grea ter cooperation among 
Americanists in the region as well as ideas for shared 
research and teaching at WU. "Many of us had co ll abora tive 
Among the scholars whose research and teaching cross disCiplinary lines in the 
American Culture Studies Program are (I to r.) Wayne Fields, professor of English 
and program director, Gerald Early, the Merle Kling Professor of Modern Letters and 
professor of English and African-American Studies; and Ingrid Monson, assistant 
professor of music 
experience in already-successful programs such as 
literature and history to build on," Fields notes. 
Then Fields and Salisbury faced an on-campus con­
cern: how to deal with those pieces of American 
Culture Studies that were emerging as separate pro­
grams, especially African and Afro-A merican Studies 
(AFAS) and the brand-new Women's Studies program. 
They did not want to compromise the growth of these 
programs, yet they did wish to include them under 
the ACS umbrella, as well as to lea rn from them ways 
to respond to other groups and cultures within the 
American community. 
The result was an increasingly close tie to the 
Program in African and Afro-American Studies and to 
its director, Gerald L. Early. In 1991, Early and Salisbury 
became co-directors of ACS, while Fields assumed a 
new administrative role as dean of University College. 
Four years later, Early took over as sole director of ACS, 
with two goals in mind: creating a bridge between the 
two programs and forging a strong sense of community 
among the University's Americanist faculty. 
During the years of Early's leadership, the programs 
cosponsored film series and reading groups; they held 
national conferences on the Black Heartland, novelist 
Richard Wright, and race and baseball. But what Early 
rega rds as models for the way ACS can work were the 
Miles Davis conferences held in 1995, 1996, and 1997. 
"Since Miles DaviS is an interdisciplinary figure, peo­
ple from various fields-such as music history and liter­
ature-can intersect with hinl," says Early. "He is a 
black, American figure who is well known to white 
people, especially anyone interested in contemporary 
music or jazz. And h~ is also from East St. Louis, which 
means that we had a project with national resonance 
that was linked to regional history." 
~ 
********* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

E
arly headed the program until mid-1996, a period 
Fie lds says was crucial in establishing its strong base. But Early returns the compliment; all along, he says, Fields has been at the heart of American Culture Studies at the University. "For Wayne," 
Early says, "ACS has always been his driving vision." 
Even when Fields was not directing ACS, he main­
tained a strong interest in interdisciplinary studies. He 
has team-taught with colleagues in history, political sci­
ence, and classics in Arts and Sciences, and from the 
School of Law. His own work reflects a cross-disciplinary 
interest in rhetoric and context. In his most recent book, 
Union of Words: A History of Presidential Eloquence (The 
Free Press, 1996), he traces the way in which U.S. presi­
dents have tried, through their speech making, to inspire 
the country with a sense of unity and purpose. 
Today other scholars at the University are building on 
the efforts of Fields, Early, and others. Assistant music 
professor Ingrid Monson, an ethnomusicologist who spe­
cializes in jazz, attended the first Miles Davis conference. 
"I liked that the definition of ACS was very inclusive and 
that AfrO-American studies and ACS were part of a unified 
vision. So when I was offered a job here last year, one fac­
tor that helped me decide to come was the fact that this 
program was in place," says Monson . 
Angela Miller, who received a Ph.D. in American stud­
ies from Yale University and now specializes in 19th- and 
20th-century cultural history of American art, says that a 
program like ACS "is really critical for me because I live 
and breathe interdiSciplinary work." Talking to colleagues 
in adjoining areas of study is enriching, and ACS provides 
a structure for those exchanges, says Miller, associate 
professor of art history in Arts and Sciences. 
As time goes on and participating departments and 
schools grow stronger, ACS also will improve. Already, 
new Americanists are coming to campus, and depart­
ments routinely call on ACS-related faculty to ask their 
hiring support. Major additions to the program are in var­
ious stages of development. 
Student feedback about the program is positive. ") had 
never taken a class that used this approach," says 
Matthew Berliant, A.B. '97, a student in Helds' 1950s 
course. "Now I think this kind of course gives a much 
more interesting and well-rounded view of the time." 
"What makes work like this possible," Fields con­
cludes, "are colleagues with training quite different from 
your own who introduce you to new possibilities, new 
ways of seeing. Whenever r teach, my students hear 
things l've learned from people like Bob Salisbury, Gerald 
Early, [history professor] Iver Bernstein, and David Konig, 
who are a continuing part of my education as well as that 
of my students." ® 
Candace O'Connor IS a SI. Louis-based free-lance wnter. 






LED BY SUSAN DEUSINGER, America's best 
physical therapy program helps grade-schoolers 
and grandmas bypass injury, MAKES PATIENTS 
PARTNERS IN TREATMENT, NURTURES SCIENTIFIC 
RESEARCH, and produces sought-after graduates. 
by Joni Westerhouse 
Susan Oeusinger, director of the Program in Physical Therapy at the School of Medicine, is proud her faculty is dissatisfied. That lack of complacency, she says, is what makes the program so good. And good it is. In fact, the most 
recent u.s. News & World Report ran kings rate the program the best in the nation. 
"A certain level of dissatisfaction keeps us moving toward the future," says 
Oeusinger, assistant professor of P-T (medical school shorthand for physical ther­
apy). "Some new idea is always being developed in this program because some­
body has said, 'Why do we do things this way?' It's a questioning, a searching, a 
growing kind of dynamic feeling. We rarely rest on an existing idea." That belief 
in the benefits of change shows in the innovative ways students are educated, 
research is conducted, and patients are treated. All with the intention of making 
things better. 
Oeusinger-who has a bachelor's degree in physical therapy from the University 
of Kansas, a master's degree in education from Washington University, and a doc­
torate in evaluation and testing from the George Warren Brown School of Social 
Work - believes in being broadly knowledgeable. Each student receives a wide vari­
ety of clinical experiences compared to those at other schools; the program has 
become a model of clinical education. Students go into the community in both rural 
and urban settings, gaining experience ranging from pediatrics to sports medicine 
to geriatrics. They are encouraged to question methodologies and think creatively 
about how to improve the diagnosis and treatment of movement disorders. 
The Program in Physical Therapy is nationally known: Many in the 1996 class 
had job offers even before they received their diplomas. "Our [graduates] are very 
well received by the practice community," Oeusinger says. "I'm proud when they 
enter practice with innovative ideas and the commitment to cause change." 
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"I can offer the most effective 
treatment in the world, BUT IF THE 
PATIENT WON'T PARTICIPATE, 
it won't cause a positive health 
outcome." 
Above. Instructor Tracy Spitznagle shows second-year students in her 
Clinical Diagnosis and Management class exercises that will help pro­
tect joints from arthritis. 
Right. As doctoral candidate Gretchen Salsick (r.) tests student Kristine 
Franks' ability to withstand muscle fatigue, assistant professor Scott 
Minor records the muscle-fiber signals as part of his research on 
repetitivestress injuries in industry 
Opposite page. As nine-year-old Michael Mannhard assists, instructor 
Suzie L. Combleet (center) and master's degree student Jennifer Tharp 
prepare for posture screening at Clayton's Glenridge Elementary School. 
Profession in Motion A driving force behind the stu­
dents is a faculty mindful of excellence in teaChing and 
the importance of continuing to learn . Under 
Deusinger's direction, both teaching and research are 
flouri shing. Of utmost importance is that ph ys ical thera­
pists continue to develop a scientific basiS for their prac­
tice. The program is participating in many levels of 
investigation, including geriatrics resea rch as part of the 
prestigious Claude D. Pepper Center grant awarded to 
John O. Holloszy, professor of medicine. In this work, 
faculty investigate the effects of aging on muscle tissue . 
Other faculty members are studying the effects of aging 
on the nervous system and what happens to movement 
when the nervous system goes awry. Still other research 
involves the mechanism of movement in patients with 
disorders such as diabetes, cerebral palsy, and obesity. 
Working with Michael J. Strube, professor of psychol­
ogy in Arts and Sciences, Deusinger is surveying partici­
pants in exe rcise programs to learn what prompts th em 
to make lifestyle changes. "J can offer the most effective 
treatment in the world, but if the patient won't partici­
pate, it won 't cause a positive health outcome," says 
Deusinger, who conSiders interpersonal communication 
one of the most important skills of a physical therapist­
and one of her greatest strengths. 
Also under way is the P-T program's aggressive effort 
to classify and offer better interventions for people with 
back pain, a condition often caused by poor posture and 
improper muscle use . "When J graduated almost 30 years 
ago, we didn 't know how to pinpoint the problem," 
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Deusinger says. "Now, we want to be able to classify the 
kind of back pain and the movement that causes it, select 
an intervention that is ve ry much re lated to that classifica­
tion, and analyze the outcomes of what we do in terms of 
remediating symptoms." 
That is a far cry from years ago when physical therapists 
primarily responded to prescriptions for trea tment such as 
"Provide ultrasound to the low back for three minutes." 
Now physical therapists are challenged to form a diagnosis 
directly related to the movement problem and to de te r­
mine which treatment strategies will be most effective in 
alleviating the problem. These advances have necessitated 
changes in education as well as practice. 
One Step Ahead Because of this and other new 
responsibilities in practice, Deusinger concludes, future 
physical therapists will need higher levels of education . 
Current graduates of the two-and-a-half-year program 
receive a master's degree. Within five years, Deusinger 
would like to change the professional clinical degree to a 
doctorate in physical therapy. She also envisions offering 
clinical doctoral programs for practitioners already in the 
field, just as the program has offered master's programs 
for practicing physical therapists with bachelor's degrees. 
Deusinger says all physical therapists in the not-too-dis­
tant future wiJl need a more substantial body of knowl­
edge in diagnosis and treatment of movement-related 
problems in order to practice effectively. 
The prevalent notion of physical therapists " taking 
care" of patients also must change, according to 
Deusinger. Though a therapist's role always wi! I require 
caring, compassion, and empathy, the relationship with 
patients now should be more like a partnership. Instead of 
coming in for exercises three times a week, Deusinger's . 
patients are more likely to have a consultation with her 
and then do two or three weeks of exercises at home 
before they return. "In the past, our hearts were in the 
right places," she says, "but we tended to see people too 
often, making them dependent on us. Now recent gradu­
ates of the program come back and say, 'Can you believe 
they see patients three times a week7 What a waste of 
money!'" Her program advocated more efficient and effec­
tive courses of treatment long before health-care reform 
t and managed care became buzz words. 
"Susan Deusinger always seems to be one step ahead of 
where the profession of physical therapy should be 
going," says William A. Peck, executive vice chancel­
lor for medical affairs and dean of the School of 
Medicine. 'Tm amazed at her insight about what 
needs to be done today to make sure our program 
is well-equipped for the future. She is a most 
effective and dynamic leader." 
A 40-year veteran of the program, Robert J. Hickock, 
assistant professor emeritus of physical therapy and for­
mer assistant vice chancellor for medical affairs and assis­
tant dean at the School of Medicine, also thinks highly of 
Deusinger. "She is bright and brings to every task a sense 
of dedication, energy, and inventiveness," he says. "She 
has nurtured this program, with the help of a strong facul­
ty, to become one of the top physical therapy programs in 
the country." 
Besides overseeing a staff of 12 and a faculty of almost 
20, Deusinger also has teaching responsibilities. She 
lectures in numerous courses, teaches Educational 
Methods in Patient Care and Health Psychology in the 
entry-level program, and guides doctoral students through 
a teaching practicum. In addition, she sees patients through 
8JC Health System, as do most of the faculty-primarily 
working to develop fitness and independence in adults 
with disabilities. 
Physical therapy is one of the fastest-growing health pro­
fessions; to address the shortage of practitioners nation­
wide, the program increased class size from 68 to 81 in 
1993. Although Dellsinger expects to see growth in the field 
continue, she points out that the profession is obligated to 
focus attention on utilizing therapists more effectively. She 
advocates increasing the number of assistants to aid thera­
pists and perform comparatively unskilled tasks, much the 
same as dentists have dental assistants and nurses have 
aides. 
"A physical therapist applying hot packs or helping 
patients gain endurance with a walker is not the sign of 
the future," she says. "We have evolved into a profession 
that needs to look at who should do what and how WE 
can operate most efficiently. The entire health-care system 
is challenged to do the same and physical therapy is defi­
nitely in the forefront of facilitating these changes." ® 
Jom Westerhouse IS director for medical communications 
in the Office of Medical Publ ic Affairs. 
LREADY E 
Mentored by faculty, not-yet­
freshmen pursue significant 
science. BY SHURGLORIA BILCHIK 
Amy Caudy can run circles around DNA. During the summer of 1995, mentored 
by biology professor Craig Pikaard, Caudy investigated the way a key protein 
binds to genetic material. Her experiments filled out the lab's understanding of 
how the protein wraps a portion of DNA into a tight circle. "I wasn't the first to 
do such work, but it was a personal achievement.The science was orders of mag­
nitude higher than anything I'd done before," says Caudy, Class of '99. She plans 
to publish a paper about a gene regulator-and she's still working in the Pikaard 
lab. "I learned a ton of science and a lot of patience," she says. "I came for the 
summer and found a home." 
• Caudy made her personal breakthrough as a 
prefreshman in Washington University's 
Summer Scholars Program in Biology 
and Biomedical Research, funded by the 
renowned Howard Hughes Medical Institute. 
Now in its fourth summer, the program-
known informally as the Prefreshman Summer 
Scholars-reserves its places only for students who will 
enter WU as freshmen in the fall. All summer long, 20 
select students are immersed in research at a level most 
about-to-be freshmen can only dream of. 
The competition to get in is hot. Many applicants are 
high-school valedictorians, boasting transcripts crammed 
with advanced-placement science courses, science fair 
achievements, and summer programs in hospital labs. 
Many possess a rainbow of science fair ribbons and tro­
phies. All have high aspirations, with career trajectories 
aimed at medicine, research, and biomedical engineering. 
Elaine Alexander, assistant outreach coordinator in the 
Department of Biology in Arts and Sciences, screened 27S 
of these high-powered applications for the 1997 cohort. 
"The common thread among applicants is a love of 
science," she says. "When I read their application essays, 
there's almost always a story about a childhood exposure 
to science-whether it's a chemistry set or microscope they 
got for Christmas, a summer nature walk, or a seventh­
grade science project. Early on, they've developed a love 
for living things and a curiosity about the world. And that 
grows into a desire to do something to help other people 
and make the world a better place to live in." 
What Prefreshman Summer Scholars find on campus is 
hardly the conventional post-high-school summer chill 
out. The only thing it has in common with summer vaca­
tion is that it's over in a blink. This year, the formerly six­
week program will grow to seven weeks, in response to 
previous students' pleas for more time. During the first 
week, Summer Scholars get a crash course in essential lab 
techniques and a first look at campus life and resources. 
Week One also is meet-your-mentor time. After that, it's 
liftoff into labs, where the research is real and the expec­
tations nothing short of professional. 
"This is a real apprenticeship," says Sarah C.R. Elgin, 
professor of biology and director of the supporting grant 
from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute through their 
undergraduate Biological Sciences Education Program. 
"Summer Scholars' work is an integral part of the faculty's 
research, not a class exercise. We try to pick projects tha t 
are 'well-developed, that have specific questions that need 
to be ansvvered. Then, a prefreshman, trained in one or 
two lab techniques, can make a significant contribution." 
Many scholars continue to work with their mentors in 
subsequent years, and some have seen their names up in 
scientific lights as co-authors of published papers, notes 
Elgin. 
"We got up to speed fast. We had to acclimate quickly 
and rise to a higher level of work," says Doug Ramsey, 
Class of '00, of Jamestown, North Dakota. During the 
1996 session, under the direction of Eric Richards, assis­
tant professor of biology, Ramsey worked on genetic 
mapping of centromeres, the structures responsible for 
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-Sarah c.R. Elgin 
"The Summer Scholars' work is 
an integral part of the faculty's 
research, not a class exercise. 
We try to pick 
projects that have 
specific questions 
that need to 
be answered." 
What happens on the molecular level as diseases infect 
plants?Sophomore Jerome Strickland (center) is working with 
biology professor Barbara Kunkel and postdoctoral fellow 
Andrew Kloek to find out. 
chromosom e movement in the cell, in the plant 
Arabidopsis thnlia/1n. NI lea rned a to n of science, 
and the cha ll enge helped me make a smooth 
transition into the Was hington University acade­
mic culture," says Ramsey. 
Although challengin g, the Summer Scholars 
program is no t about stress, credits, o r competi­
ti o n. Ask Jerome Strick land, Class of '00, another 
1996 participant. Strick land , from Li ttle Rock, 
Arkansas, worked with Barbara Kunkel, assistant 
professor o f biology, investigating bacterial plant 
infection s. NI fel t a rea l mo tivation to achieve, 
but there was no pressure to make grades, so I 
could learn in a more re laxed way," he says. 
"One evening, [ was assigned to take a g rowth 
cu rve. Dr. Kunke l had to leave. But I wanted to 
be really profeSSional, so I stayed and ended up 
slee ping in the lab. That was a priceless lesson in 
wh at it takes to be a researcher. " 
Object lessons like th at are primary outcomes 
o f the Summer Scholars program. But there's pos­
itive fallout o n other fro nts, too. Summer 
Schol ars ch aracterize the program as Head Start 
fo r college. During their s tay, Summer Scholars 
can meet with their adv ise rs and reg ister for thei r 
fa ll classes. No n-lab ho urs and weekends are 
fill ed with seminars and group excurs ions to 
St. Louis a ttrac tions such as baseba ll games, the 
Zoo, the Misso uri Botanical Garden, and Six Flags. In 
August, when the res t o f the fr eshma n class arr ives, Summer 
Scholars fall naturally into the ro le o f peer guides . 
"You're a head of the game," says Strickl and. "When 
everyone else comes to school fo r th e first time, you alread y 
have friends, you 're fa mil ia r with the campus, you know 
your way aro und. It rea lly helped to be comfortable before 
starting c lasses in th e fa ll." 
With visions of researCh-hungry undergraduates dancing 
in her head, Elgin hopes for a Summer Scholars ripple e ffec t. 
" In addition to being a rewarding experience fo r the 
Summer Scholars, thi s program is symboliC," she says. "The 
message is that, at Washington University, we encourage stu­
dents to integrate meaningful resea rch into their undergrad­
uate academiC programs. Our investment in the Summer 
Scholars program is just the tip of th e research iceberg. "@ 
Gloria Shur Bilchik. A.B. '67. M AT '68. IS a St. Louis-based free-lance writer 
and editor. 
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BY C \ Tn \(,E 0 C ), i\ior{ 
''And we have a right to say that when the outlines ofthe completed structure shall be 
drawn against the sky, there will stand upon this spot as ... strong a bulwark for the 
freedom and promotion ofthe science ofchemistry, as this great country, with all its 
universities and all its educational institutions, has to show. " 
-Charles Nagel, October 1900 
n a brilliant fall afternoon in 1900, 
several hundred St. Louisans gath­
ered at a dusty construction site 
near the western edge of the city to 
join in the cornerstone-laying cere­
mony of a handsome new building, 
the first to go up on the brand-new 
campus of Washington University. 
Students came by streetcar; the local 
elite clogged Lindell Boulevard with their 
fashionable carriages. August A. Busch, son 
an early arrival in his "tally-ho" coach drawn by a four­
in-hand team. 
Busch Hall, as the building was called, was the first in 
a pioneer group that soon would form the principal quad­
rangle on the 1SO-acre campus. All were designed by the 
Philadelphia-based architectural firm of Cope and 
Stewardson, winners of a master-plan competition that 
had included six of tl1e most distinguished firms in the 
country. 
They favored for the site the Gothic style of Oxford 
and Cambridge universities since it could accommodate 
"every variety of impulse and mood," wrote Walter Cope, 
a partner in the firm. "It is one moment solemn-another 
playful. One moment it expresses power-ambition; 
another-contentment." In their specifications for Busch 
Hall, designed to stretch along the south wall of the new 
quadrangle, the architects seemed to be favoring power 
over playful ness. 
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At the dedication ceremonies, prominent citizens } 
picked their way among red granite blocks to find seats 
on two specially constructed platforms. John W. Day, 
pastor of the Church of the Messiah, gave the invoca­ I 
tion; his Unitarian congregation had once been served 
by Washington University's founder, William Greenleaf 
Eliot. Day was followed by Chancellor Winfield S. 
Chaplin, who outlined the new building's features . 
But the principal address was reserved for Charles 
Nagel, local attorney and member of the University's 
board of directors. Months before, president Robert S. 
Brookings had given Nagel the job of calling on 
Adolphus Busch, the spectacularly successful head of 
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., to ask for a major gift toward the 
planned construction. By the end of his visit, Nagel had 
secured the price of a new building: a little more than 
$100,000. 
Thirteen years later, Nagel would deliver another 
speech, a eulogy to Busch, who had just died at the age 
of 74. But on this October day, Nagel praised Busch's 
generoSity and explained his wish to fund a building 
devoted to the study of chemistry, "that branch of sci­
ence which his own experience has taught him above all 
others to value and respect," he said. 
In the years following this ceremony, Busch Hall 
would change in purpose and appearance. During the ..", 
1904 World's Fair it was leased to the Louisiana Purchase 
Exposition Company and served for a time as headquar­
ters for the fair's architects and engineers. It was remod­
eled once in 1921; by 1946, outgOing chemistry depart­
; , 
ment chairman LeRoy McMaster observed that the huilding, 
intended for 300 students, had to serve more than three times 
that number. Not surprisingly, the University proudly 
announced in 1950 the modernization of the aging Busch Hall 
and the proposed construction of a more up-to-date chemistry 
building. 
The building is home now to different programs and 
"1 departments, but its original purposes endure. As Nagel 
put it: "The cause of education shall survive as lour] hope 
and guide.... " @ 
Left St. Louisans gathered at Busch Hall's construction site for 
the dedication of the first building to go up on the new Hilltop 
Campus. The cornerstone holds some 24 items, including a steel 
engraving of building donor Aldophus Busch and seven St. Louis 
newspapers. 
Above. Today, the word Chemistry on Busch Hall's far;ade is one 
of the few signs of the building's scientific past. Busch Hall now 
houses the philosophy and history departments, East Asian 
Studies, Women 's Studies, and Jewish and Near Eastern Studies. 
Bulletin boards bear notices in Arabic, articles in Japanese, and 
fliers about feminist theory. 
Candace O·Connor is a free-lance writer who lives in SI. Lou is. 




Consumer law expert 
Michael Greenfield works 
on federal. professional. 
and academic levels on 
". behalf of customer 
satisfaction.erenaer 
BY MARTHA BAKER 
YOU have a chance to buy a Jaguar, a real sweetheart deal. The seller says the car has air conditioning, but it's the 
dead of winter. On a test drive, you turn all 
the knobs on the dashboard. When you flip the 
one marked air, you feel cool. You pay the seller 
$4,000 and drive away. Come summer, you 
turn on the a.c., alld zip-nada-Ilothing hap­
pells. Is the seller liable for fraud? 
Every year, predicaments like this one appea r on a 
questionnaire Michael Greenfield distributes in his 
Consumer Transactions course. Greenfield, who is the 
Walter D. Coles Professor of Law at Washington 
University's School of Law, doesn't want his second- and 
third-year students to forget that they, too, are con­
sumers-a group he is passionately concerned about. 
Creditors wield enormous political power, Greenfield 
explains, and in their push to become increasingly prof­
itable, "develop practices that are not always the most 
fair and reasonable. " Cable television, for example, sold 
new channels several years ago through "nega tive-option 
selling"-adding th e channels and then billing 
unless customers had rejected the new ser­
vice. "Cable companies used this practice~ 
./ even though consumers had not 
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agreed to it in their initial 
contracts," says Greenfield. 
Objections by several 
attorneys general 
ca used the cable 
companies to aban- . 
don use of this decep­
~..::::t tive and unfair practice. 




commercial practices is 
Law professor Michael M Greenfield 
always difficult for consumers, because they are poorly 
organized, says Greenfield, who serves on key national 
committees to address the power imbalance. He is 
working with two drafting committees to revise the 
nation's Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), which 
was promulgated in 1962 to codify and govern the law 
of commercial transactions. In addition, Greenfield sits 
on the Committee on Consumer Financial Services for 
the Business Law Section of the American Bar 
Association (ABA). 
A joint product of the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and the 
American Law Institute, the UCC was designed to pro­
mote the clarification and simplification of the law, 
among other charges. It was drafted in the 1940s and 
1950s, well before the consumer-advocacy movement 
began in the late 1960s. 
Evolution in commercial practices and technology 
has led to revision, which has been under way for a 
dozen years. For the last four, Greenfield has worked on 
the two articles that remain in committee: Article 2 cov­
ers the sale of goods (as opposed to rea l estate or ser­
vices) and Article 9 governs security interes ts, or, con­
sensual li ens on various types of property, including 
goods and intangibles, such as accounts receivable. 
The process takes time because the laws are complex, 
requiring extensive study and analysis, and the commit­
tee indulges all who wish to be heard. The drafting com­
mittees convene for three-day sessions three to four 
times a year. Before each meeting, participants review 
the latest version and prepare written responses. As an 
appointeci committee observer, Greenfield participates 
fully but has no vote. 
Revising the Uniform Commercial Code is "enor­
mously important," says Kathleen Keest, a lawyer with 
the Iowa Attorney General's Office, in Des Moines. 
"Articles 2 and 9 affect every consumer in the entire 
country, yet there has been no conscious effort to have 
the voice of the consumer heard," Keest explains. 
"People like Michael Greenfield are carrying the water 
for you and me and everybody else in the country." 
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ONE OF THE FEW 
Greenfield established his pro­consumer credentials in 
academe. Three years after he 
joined the University faculty in 
1969, he proposed the Consumer 
Transactions course, and his 
scholarly publications have 
addressed consumers' legal rights, 
culminating in 1995 with 
Consumer Law: A Guide (or Those 
Who Represent Sellers, Lenders, and 
Consumers (Little Brown, 1995). 
In 1989 he was invited to pro­
vide a voice on behalf of con­
sumers in a fellowship program 
sponsored by the ABA's 
Committee on Consumer 
Financial Services, comprising 
attorneys who represent the 
financial services industry 
(banks, retailers, finance compa­
nies, and automobile dealers) . 
That's where Michael Ferry, 
A.B. '75, an attorney with Legal 
Services of Eastern Missouri, first 
saw Greenfield at work. The com­
mittee had developed a statute 
on lenders' liability for reneging 
on oral promises to prospective 
borrowers. Based on concerns by 
Professor Michael 
Greenfield wrote the 
casebook on consumer 
law-but there's 
nothing complex 
about his helpful tips: 
~	Always check your credit-card bills for unau­
thorized charges; such fraud is on the rise. 
~ 	Never write your PINs on your cards (not 
even coded or shortened) and don't keep 
them in your wallet. 
~ Before you lease a car: 
• Be sure you know the price on which the 
lease is based and that you'll receive the 
proper credit against that price for any 
trade-in or rebate. Better yet, keep the 
rebate and the old car instead of handi ng 
them over to the dealer! 
• Be sure that in the event of theft or total 
loss you're not liable for any gap between 
your casualty insurance benefits and the 
unpaid balance still owing on the lease. 
~ Don't hesitate to bargain: Banks often will 
waive credit-card fees; stores usually match 
their competitors' prices. And never pay the 
list price of a new car or the asking price for 
a used car on a dealer's lot! 
commercial lenders, the statute was 
intended to cover consumer transactions, too . "Mike did a 
wonderful analysis," Ferry remembers. " In his detached, 
professorial style, he described a dozen examples of egre­
gious conduct that would be allowed by such a statute. It 
was obvious from the committee's stunned silence that no 
one had thought of any of those." The committee later 
excluded consumer transactions from the statute. 
Greenfield's committee colleagues say he is one of the 
few academics able to relate research to real life and one 
of a minority who speak for the consumer. He is a model 
of hard work, they say-always prepared, thoughtful ­
and effective. Gail Hillebrand, an attorney with the West 
Coast Regional Office of Consumers Union, in San Fran­
cisco, says it is easy to underestimate Greenfield because 
of his low-key demeanor-"until you see him in action. 
I'm a consumers' advocate; I depend on academic experts 
like Mike to educate me, and he does . He is always able to 
speak to the point and be heard." 
SERVING THE SCHOOL 
Dean Dorsey D. Ellis, Jr., says Greenfield also con­tributes significantly to the School of Law, where 
he teaches heavy loads and takes on major committee 
responsibilities. For nine years, he has been the principal 
law school representative on the project for the newly 
opened Anheuser-Busch Hall. 
"Greenfield became, in effect, project manager," says 
Ellis, "with enormous demands on his time, especially in 
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the last three or four years." The dean 
credits Greenfield with attention to 
the smallest detail, such as the num­
ber of electrical outlets per office and 
the selection of finishes, fabrics, and 
furniture . Each office now has a win­
dow that opens and closes, thanks to 
Greenfield's early discovery that the 
faculty'S request for working windows 
had not been translated to the blue­
prints. "There is no question that gen­
erations of students will benefit from 
this building because of his work," 
says Ellis. 
Greenfield's own students make up 
nearly the entire population of the 
law school, since in addition to 
Consumer Transactions, Greenfield 
teaches first-year courses on Contracts 
and on UCc. "My main goal with 
first-year students is to get them to 
think like lawyers," he says. His 
method is Socratic: "In its purest 
form , the class proceeds by dialogue. 
The student's response is always fol ­
lowed by a question based on that 
response ." 
"I can still see him in front of the 
classroom, stroking his beard and 
searching the ceiling for the right ques­
tion to guide the development of our 
thought processes," says Vincent E. 
Caracci, ].0. 73, in-house counsel at Sta-Home Health 
Agency, in Jackson, Mississippi . "Not [directly] answering 
but gently pushing his students was the right thing to do." 
Greenfield never planned to teach. He went to the 
School of Law at the University of Texas-Austin in 1966 
partly to escape from his native Iowa, where he had 
earned a bachelor'S degree at Grinnell College. After the 
culture shock of being with 1,500 students who spoke 
"Texan," Greenfield found excitement and challenge­
and a profession modeled on exemplary instructors. 
"This is a guy who truly loves the law and teaching 
the law, " says Nordahl L. Brue, J.D. ' 70, attorney with 
Sheehey, Brue, Gray & Furlong, in Burlington, Vermont, 
founder of Bruegger's Bagels and a former student in 
Greenfield's Creditors' Rights class. 
When Greenfield could not find appropriate teaching 
materials for his consumer law course, he created his 
own. He wrote a casebook, Consumer Transactions 
(Foundation Press, 1983, 2nd edition, 1991). "I needed 
materials that show one way [the court's] to solve a 
problem but leave students an opportunity to question, 
to think of other solutions," he explains. )Some 15 years ago, Greenfield confides, he pondered 
moving from the classroom to courtroom. "But I just ( 
couldn't do it," he says. "I thought about the excitement 
of classroom dialogue. I thought about the first semester, 
seeing the students' development. That gives me a lot of 
satisfaction . I knew I wasn't willing to give that up." @ 




Katherine Busboom Magrath, B.S.B.A. '63 
Top Performer 
SHE MAPPED OUT HER FIRST BUSINESS PLAN IN JUNIOR HIGH. 
Like any good entrepreneur, Katherine Busboom Magrath was specific about 
what would happen: She would start her own fashion-design company after 
graduating from college. Specifically, she would start a company in dress design­
something she was good at and enjoyed. She would open a retail boutique in 
New York (or Boston, or Philadelphia, or Washington, D.C.). She would hire a staff 
of talented seamstresses who would assist her. And together they would build a 
successful business designing dresses for a select group of repeat customers . 
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the last five years, 
outperforming the 
market by more 
than three percentage 
points - better than 




Magrath is not in 

the least surprised. 

Magrath never vee red fro m her plans to own a busi­
ness in fas hio n design , a ltho ugh ea rl y in her under­
grad uate ca reer she ad justed her ro le to business 
manage r. Then , in her junio r yea r, Magrath made ma jor 
a lteratio ns to her plan . In Securities An alys is, an introd uc­
to ry course taught by Merle Welshan s [then pro fessor of 
finance], she became hoo.ked o n what she di scove red 
within the pages of Graha m & Dodd- the classic text­
book o n securities analys is. 
" I got so turned o n to security analys is," says the part­
ne r and chief investment o ffi ce r o f ValueQues t, Ltd ., an 
in vestment firm in Marblehead, Massachusetts. "And I 
already loved finance and accounting. Graha m & Dodd 
brought all o f these aspects togeth er in ana lyzing compa­
nies. All 1 wa nted to kn ow was 'Could you ge t a jo b, a 
full -time jo b, do ing thi s?' I asked Professo r Welshans, 
and when he sa id yes, 1 knew that 's wha t I wo uld d o." 
So Magrath embarked on a ca reer in securiti es and 
inves tments that saw her m ove from being the first woman 
equity analyst at St. Louis Union Trust Company, to the 
first woman oil analyst in the country, to the youngest per­
son ever chartered as a fin ancia l analyst, to the first woman 
equity mutual fund manager (at Keysto ne Custodian 
Funds), to the directo r of investments a t United Brands, 
to directo r of equity investments at the Ford Foundation, 
where she managed a $1.5 bill ion equity portfolio. She 
also was awarded a Sloan Fellowship at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, where she completed a two-yea r 
master's program and her thesis, "A Practitio ner Looks at 
Modern Po rtfolio Theory," in just 12 mo nths. 
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In 1982 Magrath's dream of owning her own company 
became a reality when she and Terry Magrath, her husband 
since 1972, founded ValueQuest. Today, with Magrath as 
chief investment officer and primary fund manager, the 
firm handles $1 billion in equities for institutional clients, 
earning returns that far exceed those averaged by its 
Wall Street counterparts. 
Over the past five years, ValueQuest's U.S. equity com­
posite ldomestic portfolio] has ne tted an impressive 18.6 
percent rate of return annually versus Standard & Poor's 
15 .2 percent. ValueQuest's global and international portfo­
lios outperformed market rates as well. The company's 
World Ex-U.S. equity composite [international portfolio[ 
netted 14.5 percent annually versus the benchmark 
Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) EAFE 
(Europe, Australia, Far East) Index's 8.2 percent. 
ValueQuest's Global Composite, with a four-and-three­
quarters-year track record, netted 15.1 percent annually 
versus the MSCI World Index's '13.4 percent. 
How does Magrath account for her investing success? 
"Stock selection, along with researching companies on 
a global basis, and a basic team-oriented approach to 
investing," says Magrath. "That's how we do it." 
ValueQuest differs from other money-management 
firms by investing only in contrarian value-oriented 
stocks-stocks in the 20-percen t-most-underpriced seg­
ment of the market that are undervalued on the basis of 
earnings, asse ts, and/or quality. (Common institutional 
investment strategies focus on buying higher-priced securi­
ties, expecting better-than-average growth in earnings.) 
Magrath's team follows sound but distressed companies 
whose stock prices have fallen, and then closely studies 
a company, its global competitors, and its management 
to determine the company's ability to rebound. Often, 
though, a change in management is necessary to breathe 
new life into a stock's value. Once new management 
takes over, ValueQuest watches the company closely. 
"We research companies quite extensively," says 
Magrath, "and we have a number of seasoned investment 
professionals. One or more of us will have fOllowed a com­
pany for a long time, maybe over a whole career. We've 
also followed the management styles of different CEOs. 
That deepens our perspective on the pros and cons of a 
company before we commit to purchasing a stock." 
Unlike its competitors, ValueQuest takes a global 
approach to investing rather than just a domestic or inter­
national approach (worldwide but excluding the United 
States). Magrath, who had previously managed funds in 
which she included stocks from international companies, 
is responsible for her firm's pioneering work 
in this area . 
"When we founded ValueQuest," she says, "we knew 
that assets would increasingly be managed on a global 
basis, because more and more companies are global today. 
Terry and I shared a philosophy that the world would 11ave 
to become global in investing. We believe it will be truly 
global within 15 years or so." 
Buying globally, however, is not the key to the firm's 
sterling returns, Magrath says, but rather researching glob­
ally. "We do our research by global sector or industry 
aSSignments," she says. "Which means if you're looking 
at automobile manufacturers, you follow GM and Chrysler 
in the United States, Peugeot in France, Fiat in Italy, 
Toyota and Honda in Japan, and Tofas in Turkey. You 
follow all of them." 
Typically, institutional investment firms operate with 
separate domestic and foreign research teams, which track 
a large number of companies from a diverse group of 
industries within a specific geographic region . With a 
more specialized sector approach, Magrath's team ensures 
that they have the latest information about a company's 
competitors-global competitors-that may be poised 
to make major inroads in that company's market. 
ValueQuest sees its global research and investing pay 
off in increasingly higher rates of returns. "Over the years, 
our stock selection has improved dramatically," Magrath 
says. "The longer we do what we do, the more we work 
together, and the more tools we bring to bear on it, the 
more efficient, the more successful ValueQuest becomes." 
Community Involvement 
Magrath's success in the high-stakes investments game 
may have taken her far from her roots in Stillman Valley, 
Illinois, but it has not sidetracked her practice of giving 
back to the community. She has been an adviser to the 
program in international business relations for the Fletcher 
School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University, in 
Boston. She has served on the investments committees 
for the Handel and Haydn SOCiety of Boston, the Boston 
Children's Service ASSOCiation, and the Town of Marble­
head . Magrath also is a trustee of the Lahey Hitchcock 
Clinic, one of the world's foremost medical clinics, with 
facilities in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Vermont. 
As a successful woman in a male-dominated profession, 
Katherine Magrath is committed to providing young 
women and minority students with the same opportunity 
she had-to earn a business degree from Washington 
University. As a means to this end, in 1989 she and her 
husband established the ValueQuest Scholarships at the 
John M. Olin School of Business. "We want to provide to 
talented but disadvantaged young people the opportunity 
to realize their potential," Magrath says. 
An active volunteer and loyal supporter of Washington 
University, she has served on the National Council for the 
Olin School of Business and on the Business Task Force in 
the early 1980s. In 1993 Magrath became the first woman 
to receive the Olin School's Distinguished Alumni Award, 
She recently became a member of the University's Board 
of Trustees, a position she says she is "honored to hold." 
After her first board meeting, Magrath set about gather­
ing information "to familiarize herself with other parts 
of the University." Since she is on the Student Affairs 
Committee, she spent a day with three students-from 
business, social work, and medicine. 
"As a Trustee, I have so much more to learn about 
the University, about the schools, about the abundant 
resources, and most importantly, about the students and 
their needs, " Magrath says with relish . "It's a fascinating 
learning experience." @ 
Elaine Dempsey is a SL LOUIs- based writer. 





ndrew Bursky was 10 yea rs old 
and in sea rch o f spending money 
in Ind ian apo li s, lndiana, when 
he decided to launch a lawn-care 
bu si n ess. Too yo un g to drive a 
trac tor, h e paid o lde r kids to do 
th e grunt work while h e went 
from door to door selling the 
serv ice and pocke ting tid y sums 
a long th e way. 
The money was nice, but Bursky enj oyed 
th e transacti o ns even mo re. " [ was fascin a t­
ed that you coul d go out and do somethi ng 
fo r someone and ge t mo ney in re turn," h e 
says. He began po rin g through h is to ry 
boo ks on econom ics . 
Bursky found- then , as today-that 
o ppo rtunity awa its someone w illing to 
wo rk hard and take a chance. He has 
app lied th at lesson throu ghout hi s life­
some times for fun , and o ften for pro fit. 
As p resid ent of Was hin gto n Un ive rsity's 
Student Union in the mid-70s, Bursky­
a n enginee rin g a nd econo mics ma jo r-was 
peeved that loca l fl orist s charged stu dents 
top doll a r fo r roses just befo re the schoo l's 
a nnual Red Rose Co tillio n . He shopped 
around and found a who lesa le fl orist in 
Denver willing to se ll and ship th e roses 
fo r less mo ney. Hundreds o f students 
placed their orders out o f sta te. 
Today, Bursky is still o n the watch for 
the bes t buy. He is man agi ng direc to r o f 
In terlaken Capita l, an in vestment firm in 
G reenwich, Connec ticut, that controls fo ur 
Andrew BUTSky beUeues 
personal inuoluement 
pays big diuidends. 

companies in the fi e lds of insurance, food 
serv ice, in d ustrial o utsourcing, and chemi­
ca l process in g. Interl a ken a lso scouts for 
promisin g entrepreneurs who n eed finan ­
cial backing. Bursky divid es his time among 
all these effo rts. 
O[ spend a lot o f time w ith the m en and 
women managin g o ur bu sin esses, " he sa ys. 
"But I'm a lso dea ling "vith wha tever comes 
t hrough th e door that day. I might ge t a 
7: 30 a.m . ca ll that says, 'H ey, we'd like to 
do that dea l we tal ked abo ut .' Then [ 
assembl e a team and work it out. " 
When it comes to Wa shington 
Uni ve rsity, Bursky says he has "boa tloads o f 
fond memo ries. " In additio n to outmaneu­
ver ing fl o ri sts, he mastered o ther practical 
lessons. Stud ying c hemica l eng inee ring, for 
example, Bursky lea rned how to logica ll y 
wor k th rough complex prob lems. "My 
engineeri ng backgro und has proven to be a 
grea t fri end," h e says . "The re's a disc iplined 
way of th inking th at's sta rt to fini sh. You 
brea k a prob lem down; you let it flow logi ­
ca lly. It wo rks wh ether you ' re so lving an 
engineering issue o r basic business." 
O r so lving life in gen era l, perhaps. In 
the yea rs fo llowing his graduatio n from 
Was hingto n U., wh ere he was a PreS identi a l 
Sc ho lar,oJ Na tion a l Merit Scholar, and a 
La ngsdo rf Fe ll ow, Bursky rap idl y made 
some ma jor life chOices. He deci ded to pur­
sue a m as ter's deg ree in bUSiness admini s­
tra ti o n a t Harvard . He star ted Interl aken 
Ca pital with a fri end. And he m arri ed.J ane 
b~ Kathrvn S.Brown 
I!!!'II 
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at the local and 
Mate leue/t> ," 
Miller, A,B, '78, his co,llege sweetheart. 
"Jane and I started dating our senior year," 
Bursky says. "We met through her former 
boyfriend, who was a good friend of mine. 
The rest, as they say, is history." 
Bursky chose well on all counts. 
Interlaken Capital is one of the largest pri­
vate compani es in the United States. With 
his wife he shares two children-Steve, 15, 
and Jennifer, 12, and his personal and pro­
fe ss ional li ves are closely linked. Unlike 
many exec utives, he li ves just six minutes 
from hi s office, which means he can drive 
the ch ild ren to school. 
"My day begins wi th my family, " Bursky 
says . "They are my anchor." l.i ke a II par­
ents, he hopes his children learn from him. 
"A t some point in your caree r, when you've 
got enough money and enough success, 
you ask, 'Why am I knocking myself ou t?' 
My kids are my motivators. [ want to 
improve their life and their opportunities, 
but I also want to give them a picture of 
hard work. I want them to be able to look 
at me and say, 'If you work hard every day 
and you do it with integrity, you can do 
OK in this world.'" 
Th e Burskys go out of their way to ge t 
invo lved in their children's education. 
From checking homework to talking with 
teachers and organizing parents in the 
community, they try to improve what they 
be li eve is a troubled school system nation­
wide. Indeed, public education in the 
Uni ted Sta tes tops Bursky's list of concerns. 
On th e eve of the year 2000, he says, he 
thinks "our public school system has lost 
its way, and I fear for the future of o ur 
youth because of it. " In particular, he wor­
ri es that teachers work wi th too few es tab­
li shed standards-or rewards-for th e ir per­
formance. With few agreed-upon measures 
of q uali ty, schools can't begin to assess 
gaps in educa tion, he says. He adds that 
sc hool systems often distribute precious 
funding inefficiently. Public education in 
general, he says, has grown so bureaucratic 
and sluggish that it can't respond qu ic kl y 
to these issues. 
And these are just the problems affecting 
th e fortunate schools. "If you look at the 
inner city, we're doing an absolutely miser­
able job with less fortunate kids," Bursky 
says. "These are lost generations." Bursky 
and his so n have taken trips into New York 
Ci ty's Harlem to help out at an innovative 
school called the Children's Storefron t. 
Es tablished some 15 years ago, the fully 
accred ited school is designed to bring 
quality ed uca t ion to ch ildren of Harlem 
who are in the grea tes t ri sk of disappearing 
through th e cracks. It offers a traditional 
curricu lum , a group of teachers who care 
about their stud en ts' lives, and a good 
track record for p lac ing students who 
qualify for sc holarships in preparatory 
sc hools and in co ll ege . It a lso provides a 
hot breakfas t ancl lunch-which may be 
th e only mea ls some of the children will 
ge t. "These o ften are kids who have seen 
th e worst that life has to offer," Bursky 
says . "My inte res t was to expose my son 
to thi s, not on ly so h e cou ld Ihelp outl 
but a lso so he wou ld understand wha t the 
world is like. I wanted us bo th to see th e 
magnitude of the problem. " 
t's this kind of in vo lvement, Bursky 
says, that ca n he lp turn sc hools around, 
bu t th e g roundwork begins at home. 
"Each of us, first, has to be responsible 
for our kids. Tha t means delivering the 
message at home that education is 
impor tan t," he says. "Beyond that, we've 
go t to take a role in ou r communities. 
We've go t to demand change-where it's 
appropr iate-at the local and state levels." 
Meanwhile, Bursky's professional and 
personal life are sure to grow. Even though 
Interlaken Ca pital has dominated his 16­
year business caree r, he still enjoys going to 
work in the morning. "The most fascinat­
ing part of this bUSiness is the piece I was 
leas t prepared to deal with: understanding 
what makes peop le tick." Business isn ' t just 
about money, says Bursky, who is a mem­
be r of the Student Affairs Nat io nal Council 
and the rec ipient of the School of 
Engineering's first Young Alumni Awa rd, 
"Business is about people-how they inter­
ac t . ]t 's about finding a way to motivate 
and mentor people, a way to he lp them 
fulfi ll themse lves while they fulfill their 
business goa ls," he says. 
" Part of the American dream is still: 
'Someday I'm going to go have my own 
business,'" Bursky says. He talks to dozens 
of sen ior exec utives at big companies 
who want to strike ou t on their own. 
In any ven ture, finding a good idea and 
working hard is key to success. Bursky 
says he will a lways love working with 
peop le hungry to make it happen. 
"That's what it 's all about." ® 
Kathryn S, Brown is a free-lance write r who lives in 
Columbia, M issouri . 
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- industrial espionage at the highest level. 

The Millikin team's pursuit of this case resulted in a 

$1.1 billion settlement for the client. 

For Michael Millikin, J.D. '73, it's all part of the practice of­
Millikin's client is General Motors, the world's larges t 
indu stria l corpora tion and a towering presence on the 
waterfron t in the middle of downtown Detroit. There, h e 
reports to work as a hea vyweight litigator in the manufac­
turing behemoth's legal department. 
Mi .llikin handles what he calls "a virtual candy sto re of 
cases," hi s enthusiastic spin on a traditional mi x of class­
action su its, contrac t and tort c laims, and claims of sus­
pec ted wrongdoing within the company. But the four-year, 
internationally public ized case his team won for GM was 
in many respects one of a kind. 
The matter involved a high-ranking GM executive, Jose 
Ignacio Lopez de Arriortura , who defected to Volkswagen 
AG with th ousands of pages of confidential product plans, 
Michael Millikin 's words describe the outcome of hiS work with tenacious 
litigator John Rahie (r) as the Lopez case developed 
global purchasing information, and manufacturing docu­
ments from GM files. Among the purloined items were 
computer disks and a master plan for "Plant X," a revolu­
tionary approach to an efficient assembly plant in which 
worke rs empl oyed by supplie rs , rather than by the auto­
rna ker, would fi t together the vehicle parts. 
''It was an ex traordina rily unusual departure, a coward­
ly move," Millikin sa id of the manner in which Lopez 
left GM for Volkswagen, headq uartered in WoJfsburg, 
Germany. At a news con ference on March 15 , 1993, GM 
chair John F. Smi th , Jr. , took the podium before the assem­
bled world press to announce Lopez's promotion to head 
of North American opera tio ns. It should have been a glo ri­
ous, defining moment for co rpo ration and executive alike. 
But Lopez was nowhere to be seen. Instead , he had o ne 
of hi s staff deliver a note to Smith. "The note basically 
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said, 'I quit. I'm going to join VW,'" reca ll s Millikin, 
who, along with colleague John G. Rahie, had already 
bee n suspicious of the former executive's surrepti ti ous 
trave l to Wolfsburg. 
In the wake of Lopez's vanishing act, information 
streamed into GM's legal department. Significant documents 
were found miSSing from Lopez' office. Then, within 12 
days after Lopez bolted, seven of hi s assoc iates followed 
him to Volkswagen. Who better to take up the trail than 
Millikin , a former federal drug prosecutor, and Rahie, 
whom COlleagues characterize as "a bulldog litiga tor." 
When Lopez defected, Millikin was supe rvi sing several 
attorneys in GM's in-house litigation practice, which han­
dled criminal investigations and intern a l inquiries into 
a ll eged wrongdoing. Midway through the Lopez affair, 
however, those attorneys became part of a new practice 
area a t GM handling all other litigation except individual 
product liability cases. Michael Millikin assumed responsi­
bility for the new unit, which now has 26 litiga tors, and 
headed up the team of U.S. and German at to rneys whose 
mission it was to vindicate GM's claims o f theft and 
betra ya I by Lopez. 
With its triple appeals of espionage, intrigue, and 
big-name a ttorneys sparring on an international field , 
the Lopez case grabbed worldwide 
attention. Never mind that the liti­
ga tors for VW and Lopez included 
Robert Strauss, former U.S. ambas­
sador to Russia, and Washington 
defense lawyer Plato Cacheris, 
counsel for John Mitchell in the 
Watergate scandal and for former 
C IA spy Aldrich Ames. "My chal­
lenge was to be equal to, if not 
more effec tive than, the lawyers 
on th e o ther side," says Millikin. 
"While I'm unconcerned with 
flashiness, I'm extraordinarily 
concerned with effectiveness." 
From th e beginning, Millikin 
says, GM had offered VW a way 
to bailout gracefully, but the 
German company refused to take 
it . Meanwhile, press releases from 
both companies and bellicose 
GM is positioning itself to become number 
one among globally integrated companies. 
sta tements by Volkswagen executives inflamed the matte r 
furth e r. After the Millikin team documented the facts 
behind GM's claim s, presented th e facts to the prosecuto rs, 
a nd developed aggressive legal stra tegies, it filed a ski llfully 
cra fted 99-page civil suit against VW, Lopez, and th e o th ers 
in Detroit's U.S . Distri c t Court. 
VW quickly settled. In compliance with the terms o f the 
se ttlement, m ade o n January 9, 1997, the compan y paid 
GM $100 milli o n in cash and re turned those GM docu­
ments that survived a massive shredding effort by Lopez 
and hi s foll owers. In addition, VW must purch ase $1 bil­
li o n worth of auto parts from GM over the nex t seven 
years and sever a ll business rela ti o nships with Lopez and 
certain of hi s cohor ts until March 2000. 
Where does Lopez stand? He and three of hi s followers 
have been indic ted in Germany on a number of cr iminal 
ch arges related to th eir taking o f GM's documents, a nd an 
active criminal inves tigation is under way in the United 
Sta tes, where the fo rmer executive will face more-severe 
white-collar cr ime laws, Millikin says. 
The probe into th e matter-whi ch has been desc ribed 
as the biggest case o f industria l espionage in thi s cen tury­
cxac ted from GM litigants a nea rl y four-year contes t of 
wi ll and end uran ce, but desp ite th ese 
dema nds, Millikin pursued o the r press­
ing legal ma tte rs simultaneously. He 
doesn't wish to e laborate o n his recent 
successes; instead, he calls up th e 
forces that have shaped his id ea ls, 
values, and work e thic. 
"At times I had enormous self-d oubt 
because of the inte llectual challe nge o f 
law school , pa rti cularly my fir st yea r, " 
he recalls. "My wife, Karen , wa s unwa­
vering in her co nfidence in mc-and 
that was our fir st year of marri age ." 
~ Washin gton U. law professors still 
~ affect Millikin's ca reer: "The approach I 
~ take to lega l issues even today is influ­
~ enced by Michael Greenfield rsee page 
~ 22J and Fran k Miller. More than any-
l!- one else, th ey he lped develop my 
.~ approach to lega l argumentati o n- to! obtain a to tal understandin g of the 
~ facts and the law, and to underta ke a 
~ thorough ana lys is of the posi ti o ns an 
~ effective adve rsary can take utili zing 
the same facts and law." He adds, "And on my credenza , 
I have Professor Kathleen Bl'ickey's three-volume treati se 
on corporate criminal li ab ility." 
Millikin supports the University in its educational and 
advancement efforts th rough membership in the Detroi t 
Regional Cabinet. The Regio nal Cabine ts include some of 
the Univers ity's mos t distinguished and he lpful friends. 
He a lso is active in the law school's BuiJdillg (o r II New 
Cel1 t llr)! campaign. 
As a young law graduate, Millikin c le rked for Judge 
Vince nt J. Brennan o f the Michigan Court o f Appeals. 
"Right away, he assumed that I would be able to do things, 
to take res ponsibility tha t exceeded my expectations," 
Millikin sa id of Brenna n . "He treated me as an equal in 
the inte ll ectual chalJenge of the cases we worked toge ther." 
Such early lessons have not been lost o n Millikin's two so ns, 
for whom their fath er is "a tremendou s ro le model with a 
solid core of values and grea t optimism, " as e lder son Matt 
Millikin puts it. "Our parents have a n amazing partne r­
ship," continues Matt, Class of '98, a political sc ience 
major in Arts and Sciences who postponed his final semes­
te r a t Wa shington Unive rsity to take a position in th e 
White House in Washington, D.C. "Th ey' re both very 
invo lved with family life a nd have empowered us to 
ma ke our own deci sions." 
Ma tt Millikin plan s to a ttend law schoo l a nd pursue 
a lega l career; his brother, Christophe r, a junior at the 
University of Michigan, is exp lorin g careers in engineer­
in g, sc ientific research , o r medicine. 
Mea nwhile, Mich ael Millikin's future is moving at top 
speed . At this writing, h e has accepted GM's o ffer to se rve 
as vice president a nd gene ral counsel fo r the company's 
inte rn a tio nal operations, a nd as a member o f its 
Inte rna ti ona l Strategy Board. In Septem ber, Millikin a nd 
hi s family will call Zu ri ch, Switzerland, their home. 
"This opportunity comes at a tim e when GM laun ches 
it s new globalization efforts ," says Milli kin, who grew up 
in Adrian, some 80 m iles southwest of Det rOit. "It is an 
exc iti ng challenge." 
Th e GM attorney who o nce ser io usly considered be­
comi ng a doctor is, in a se nse, dispen sing prescriptions 
today. Chargeel with helping ensure the optimal health 
and vitality of a corpora te giant, Millikin n ever loses sight 
of a fam ily-honored philosophy: You define yourself by 
th e cho ices you ma ke. 6v 
Cynthia Georges IS a St. LOUis- based writer and a former editor of thiS magazine . 




For David and Linda Habif, that says it all. 
Sometimes, "My Washington" is 
a group photograph. In the case 
of David and Linda Habif, it 's a 
family a lbum. 
First, there are their two daughters 
- Stephanie, A.B. '97, and Mered ith , 
Cl ass of '99-outstanding VOlleyball 
players whose talen ts have helped 
put toge ther the Bea rs' long string o f 
NCAA Division III champio nships. 
Then there a re the nephews a nd 
niece: C hris Hosford , Class of '98, 
from Seekonk, tv!a ssach usetts; 
Thom as Habi f, Class of '00, Eliot, 
Maine; and Lindsey Hosford, Class 
of '01, Seeko nk. 
And the n there a re the o ther five 
"Habif kids"-the 1996-97 recipients 
of the annual Robert L. Johnsto n 
ScholarShip in each of the five under­
graduate schools-Dan Gisslen, A.B. 
'97, Architecture, from West Des 
Moines, Iowa; Ngoc Huynh, B.F.A. '98, 
Art, Ho usto n, Texas; Angela Roberts , 
A.B. '00, Arts and Sciences, St. Louis; 
Sara Scheffler, B.S.B.A '97, i)usiness, 
Springfield, Illinoi s; and Jermaine 
Bates, B.S. '99, Engineering, St. Louis. 
Still counting, there's Helen Chung, 
A.B. '96, Arts and SC iences, of Seoul, 
Korea, who now wo rks in Maryland 
and is the first of the "Habif kids" to 
graduate, as well as two new j o hnston 
scholars waiting in the wings to 
replace Dan and Sara. 
The scho larships, nam ed for Linda's 
late father, were established by the 
Habifs in 1995 while David was 
Washington University Parents 
Co uncil chair. The idea was to enco ur­
age Council members and o the r par­
ents to sponsor annual named scholar­
ships-tho ugh not necessarily Rve at a 
time-by joining the William 
Greenleaf Elio t Society at the Fellows 
level, which begins at $2,500, the 
amount it takes to sponso r an annual 
named scholarship. It worked. 
David says, "There 's a name and 
a person aSSOCiated with that scholar­
ship, so you get to know young, 
vibrant kids with lively, inquisitive 
minds, and you ge t to see them 
supervisor at his Teaneck (New jersey) 

Radiology Center. David 's ex trac urricu­

lar activiti es range from work as a 

boa rd member of the Institute for 

Social and Economic Policy in th e 

Middle East at Harvard's j o hn F. 

Kennedy Sch ool of Government to 

his duties as head coach of the Little 

League in which the Habifs' son, 

David Robert, 10, plays. 

The Habifs have embraced WU-

mature between"] 7 and 21. It's fun to 
follow the kids through their different 
schools and see what they' re doing. " 
The Habifs, who live in Tenafly, 
New jersey, but are frequently on 
ca mpus, o ften dine o ut with their 
o th er five "kids. " 
All of thi s wasn ' t exactly what 
Linda and David had in mind when 
they sent their Rrst-born off to co ll ege. 
They liked the family feel of 
Washington University from the 
beginning but ass umed their rol.e 
would be one familiar to them-
that of dedicated volleyball parents. 
(Stephanie, after all , had turned down 
full athletic scholarships from three 
NCAA Division I schools to attend 
scho larshipl ess WU.) 
Little did the Habifs know th a t 
the WaShington University Parents 
Council delights in harnessing the tal­
ents of WU parents and that council 
activity was about to appear on Linda's 
and David 's horizon. 
Back East, David is a pediatric radi­
ologist a nd businessman; Linda, a 
Columbia University R.N., is nurse 
with two daughters, 
two nephews, a niece, 
five sponsored scholars, 
a scholarship graduate, 
two new recipients, and a 
son for the Class of '09. 
Earlier, David had served for three 
years as president of D.I.G.S., the 
na tionall y known northern New jersey 
volleyball club in which Meredith and 
Stephanie played as high-schoolers. 
The Habifs learned there what a scho l­
a rship could mean in a kid's life. 
"Colleges a nd universities scouted 
o ur players," David says. "During my 
time as president, th ere was not one 
graduating senior who was not o ffered 
a college scho larShip . Often the kids 
would co m e to me for acivice abo ut 
schoo ls-some of them were dirt poo r 




and never could h ave made it without 
a sCholarship." 
He also discovered that at many of 
these colleges and universities "parents 
were not invited. " He didn 't fo rget 
either experience, especially o nce h e 
and Linda encounte red the Washingto n 
University Parents Council. 
Even befo re Stephanie had packed 
h er bags for the Hilltop, an acqua in­
tance of David 's, a WU Parents Council 
member whose daughter was a graduat­
ing senior, raved to him abou t the 
group. Since the Habifs' philosophy o f 
ge tting invo lved in th eir children's lives 
without interfering is to get involved in 
the ir children 's schools and acti vities, 
Parents Council seemed like a good 
id ea to them. But their expectations 
we re not grea t. 
In August 1993, after Linda and 
David helped Stephanie move into her 
do rm on the South 40, they attended 
parents' o ri entatio n. David was called 
away in the midst of it by urgent mat­
ters in the Middle East, but Linda 
stayed on. At a chancellor's reception 
at University Ho use, sh e introd uced 
herself to Marc Sternfeld, then Parents 
Council ch air, and volunteered the for­
midable Habif energies to the Council. 
An invitation to a Parents Council 
meeting soon followed . 
Sternfeld ran the meeting ("Wow, 
wha t a role mode l! " Dav id says), and 
Chancellor William H. Danforth and 
Juli e Kohn of Alumn i and Develop­
ment Programs participated. 
David says he and Linda realized 
"there really was an avenue open 
for parental involvement" at WU. 
"The Parents Council wasn't just win­
dow dressing. " When David was 
asked to serve as 1994- 95 I'arents 
Annual Fund chair, he didn't heS itate 
to accept. 
The rest is hi story. Dav id and Linda 
led an effort that prod uced gifts total­
ing $836,760, more than double the 
previous yea r's amount, and still the 
reco rd for th e PAr. His year as Parents 
Cou ncil chair (1995-96), coinciding 
with William Danforth's retirement as 
"This really is a 
family place." 
- David Habif (snapped last spring 
with his own family, counterclockwise, 
wife Linda; Meredith, B.S.B.A, '99; 
David Robert, Closs of '09; and 
Stephanie, A.B. '97) 
chancelJor and Mark Wrighton 's inau­
gurati on as 14th chance llor, put him 
in frequent contact with faculty and 
administrators. "All fri endly and a ll 
top quality, " he says. "This really is a 
famil y place." 
Linda says that one of the most 
rewarding moments of all for her at 
WU comes at each Parents Council 
luncheon, when a microphone is 
passed among the parents, and they 
share sto ries abou t thei r children's 
experi ences a t the University. She says, 
"Some are funny, some are movi ng, 
and there is deli nitely a family fe eling 
in the room tha t epitom izes 
Washington Universi ty for me." 
When Mered ith decided that she, 
too, wanted to a ttend WU, the Habifs 
watch ed as the ir daughters worked the 
matter through to their mutual sa tis­
fac tion. David says, "With different 
class years, majors, and dorms, they 
decid ed they'd be abl e to retain their 
individuality. The voll eyball court and 
Pi Beta Phi , their sorority, are about 
the o nly pl aces they 're sure of runn ing 
into each other." 
Fourth-grader David Robe rt Hab if, 
a Tae Kwon Do black belt and a soccer 
player as well as a Littl e Leaguer, has 
already made it c lear tha t one day he, 
too, will leave home for COllege. Of 
course for hi m, college = WU (Class 
of '09). Which is just line with Linda 
and David- they' ll be able to be part 
of the Washington University Parents 
Council once aga in. 
And, once aga in , the re will 
und oubtedly be the faces of new 
"l-J abif kids" in the family album. @ 
-M.M. Costal/tin 





EXCUSES, E"XCUSES, EXCUSES! 
They're BORING and 
we've heord 'em ALL! 
But up on the Hilltop .lJ 
there's MUSIC "-' 
GRAHAM CHAPEL is 
ringing its call.' 
Chancellor Mark '5. Wrighton speak'S, a~ "Pomp and Circum'5tance" plays in the background" 
Re.union grows better each year, I hereby INVITE YOU to return to the. 

thank'S to your input. 50, if you Hilltop, reconnect wit-h Washin8ton U.'S 

haven't been to Reunion lately, ongoing story, renew friend'ihip5, reawaken 

YoU HAVEN'T BEEN TO REUNION.' memorie'i, and reaFfirm your role in one 

of {he world 's finest univer'Sities.' 
SING to the tune of "She'll Be Coming 'Round the Mountain ' 
We' ll be comin& 'round for all fhe campus fun 1'1 
~ On a plane , by train, by boo,t, or on the run.' • 
".I 'Special rates for tran'iportation, +ravel, and accommodations , 
v.-___Just call 1-800-867-ALUM.' 
Jump on into all the planning that's begun 
'Cause Reunion's made eSpecio,lIy for alums.' 
Sto.ff 5upport is always here, " ~ ~ f 50 it 's fun to volunteer.' V .~ Come and join us for the party, everyone! 
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Preview "Reunion on the WEB.' 

Surf fo httpl/www:wu'5tl.edu .' 

E' mail your question'.) from there.' 

Just THINK of 0.11 that 

aWG\it5 you at Reunion.' 

SING to the. tune of' 'M~ Favorite Things::· .lJ 
1?ties Clnd coffees ore sure to be thrillin' 

In ~olmes & Bowles "Plol-a, the 1<M &. McMillan, 

"places we love and the mem)ries they brin~, 

1hat's why Reunion's CI wonderful thing.' 

! Corne for enriching instruction abounding.' 
5eminClrs, panels, and (ectures ostounding! 
BClCk in the clos5room with old friends &new, 
Come and enjoy all thats waiting for you! 
.~ 1j 
• IT) arch in the Great "Bear Parade in the Qood! 

Music and banner5~ The masses applaud! 

feast at the banquet with friends from ofdr! 

Pance as you reminisce under the stars! 

~O 
, Reunion.' Sweet "Reunion! 
What a time to shore.' 

A Once -in · a·lifetime 011 over agoin.'

So come ond we'll see you there! 

Tmade new fnends 
I had a I didn't even know 
wonderful time 20 ':Iears 0r60.' 
the minute L c --=:~tarted readin~ 
nome togs' 
I.f\~ -< ~~ 0 .. f1" 
--- ___L~""~T T I ~,(j lSJt_Z'l-:::e9iIt...~~,-. _~( ~A!i .4I 
I'll go, 1'(1 go.' ~ 
To see -the folks 1 know.'!'J ,Reunion's great.' 
1 just can't wait! 
I'!I go, 1'\1 go! 
_"IIiii;... 
We want to hear about recent promotions, honors, appointments, 
travels, marriages (please report 
marriages after the fact), and 
births so we can keep your class­
mates informed about important 
changes in your lives. 
ALUMNI CODES 
AR Architecture GL Grad . Law 
Please send news (see form) to: 
ClassMates, Alumni News 
Washington University 
Campus Box 1086 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130-4899 
Fax 314-935-8533 
E-mail notes@wuvmd.wustl.edu 
Entries will appear, as space permits, 
in the earliest possible issue, based 
on the order received. 
MT Manual Training 
BU Business GM Grad. Medicine NU Nursing 
DE Dentistry GN Grad. Nursing OT Occupa. Therapy 
EN Engineering GR Grad. Arts & Sciences PT Physical Therapy 
FA Fine Arts HA Health Care Admin. SI Sever Institute 
GA Grad. Architecture HS House Staff SU Sever Ins!. Undergrad . 
GB Grad. Business LA Arts & Sciences SW Social Work 
GD Grad. Dentistry LW Law 
GF Grad. Fine Arts MD Medicine 
Gene BlackweJl, BU 39, and 
Frances (Royse) Blackwell, LA 
44, celebra ted their 50th wedding 
a nniversa ry o n Nov. 23, 1996. 
Ge ne fo unded a program three 
yea rs ago ca lled LAFF-I - 3 wee~l y 
gil thering d el1icaled to entertain­
ment and la ughter fo r tile No rth 
Sho re Se nio r Cente r in Northfield , 
III. The prograln has attracted 
co nsiderable attention fmm loca l 
dnd natio na l televi sio n. 
~s 
Eva Kirkpatrick, LA 47, is 
director o f the Milstod o n Park 
Art /Scie nce Connect io n Fair, 
which began unde r he r direction 
in 1991 with 15Jefferson Co unty 
students. It has grow n to a 3,000­
student reg io nal fair hosted b y 
Jefferson CO llege Sil e also wa s 
elected to serve as a trustee of 
j e fferson College. She li ves in 
Imperia l, Mo. 
Byron BackJar, LA 48, LW 
55, compl eted an e lectel1 term as 
na tional c ll a ir of the Group on 
Business Affairs (GBA) of the 
Associatio n of Ameri CJn Medica l 
Colleges in November 1996. Til e 
GBA has 1,200 m em be rs represe nt­
ing all accredited medical schooh 
in the Un ited States a nd Canada . 
He retired as associate dean for 
admini st ra tion at the School o f 
Medicine o f Oregon Health Sci­
ences Uni ve rsity in December and 
is associ ate dean em eritus. He 
welcomes fo rmer class mates who 
visit the North wes t to his hom e in 
Po rtland , O re . 
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Patricia Cavner Seyfried, FA 
50, makes Ita li a n glass mosaics 
and hegan a business called Pat 
Seyfried's Mosa ics. The November/ 
December 1996 issue o f St . LOIli.1 
lV!lIsozillc featured an a rticle abo ut 
her. She has so ll1 comJ)lercial and 
res idential pi eces thro ughout the 
Midwes t and in Califo rni a, Ha waii , 
and Scotland . 
Sam fox, BU 51, is chairman 
and C EO of Harbour Gro up, in 
Cla yto n , Mo. He was ho no red as 
Clayto n 's 1996 businessperson of 
the year at the Clayto n C hamber o f 
Commerce's Annual Banquet. He 
fo unded Ha rbour Group in 197() as a 
privately owned operating company. 
Eloise Blue Semmelmcyer, 
BU 53, married Robe rt M. "Pete" 
Pete rson on Sep t. 21, 199 6, in 
De n ve r, Co lo. They h on eymooned 
in Italy and live in De nve r. Elo ise 
retired from wo rking in real estate 
in Co nnecticut, and Pete retired as 
a research anal ys t in bio technology. 
Aryeh Wineman, LA 54, is 
autho r of a boo ~, A4)'slic Tales From 
tile Zolu//; with Notes ancl Com­
me ntary, pu blished by the jewi sh 
Publicatio n Society. 
Robert M. Seltzcr, LA 55, was 
appo inted acting dean o f social 
scie nces at Hunter Co ll ege of Th e 
C iry University of New Yo rk. Se ltze r 
is a p rofessor of jewish hi story at 
Hunter and director o f til e Hunte r 
interdisciplin a ry progra m in Jewish 
soc ial studies. 
Benlard J. (Bernie) Ven ver­
loh, Jr., EN 55, is re tired from the 
U.S . Army Mate riel Co mmand, in 
Alexandria, Va., after a 34-year 
caree r in av iatio n . He began hi s 
ca ree r at Mc Do nnell Do ug,"s Corp. 
SU M MER 199 7 
in St. Lo uis, and a lso workeli at th e 
US N aval Air Tes t Cente r, in Patux­
ent Ri ve r, Md., as we ll as at the U.S . 
Arm y Aviatio n Systems Command, 
in 51'. I.ouis. He li ves in Arlington, 
Va., with his wife, Joan; they have 
th ree child.ren . 
Henry D. Menghini, LA 56, 
LW 59, joined the law fim o f Husch 
& Eppe nbergcr in St. Louis as a 
partn er in,lanua ry. He had practiced 
la w a t Evan:, & Dixo n since 1960. 
Thomas R. Green, LW 58, 
received the Israe l and Yetra Colci­
berg Community Service AWJ rd in 
April fro m the Lo ub and Sarilh Block 
Yeshi va High School in St. Lo uis. He 
was ho nored fo r his years o f activi­
ties and support o f jewish commu­
nal o rga nizatio ns a nd in stitutions . 
Arthur J. Radige, UC 59, 
designed an improved dua l-purpose 
C-flight suit, wittl flotati on mode 
for survival ilt sea and offsho re, 
during hi s acti ve retireme nt in the 
Nava l Marine Coas t Guard a nd 
Air Fo rce Aviatio n Training AreJ. 
The suit is now used by all 
av iatio n flight stude nts, pilo ts at 
sea , a nd for rescue o peratio ns. He 
lives in Pensaco la, Fla. 
Robert W. Johnson, AR 60, was 
promo ted to vi ce president o f RTKL 
Associat es, Inc., a n interna tio nal 
architec ture, en gineering, and 
planning firm headquarterel1 in 
Baltimo re, Md . He serves the firm as 
corpo rate director o f technica l 
reso urces and is res ponsible for 
m,lnaging specification and quality 
manogement sys te ms. 
Nicholas A. ScambiJis, EN 60, 
was na med cha irperson of the fire 
science techno logy and e nviron­
mental/safety ri s ~ managem ent 
department at Sinclair Community 
College in Dayto n , Ohio He is 
respo nsible for the profess io nal 
growth ane! d evelopment o f both 
programs and the certificatio n of 
the va rio us spec ialties within tile 
fire se rvice fi eld . 
Kurt H. Studt, LA 63, DE 66, 
has been appo inted clinica l associa te 
professor of appli ed dental m edicine 
at Southern Illino is Sch ool o f Denta l 
Medicine, in Alto n, Ill. He is in 
priva te prilctice in Creve Coeur, Mo . 
Perry Bingham, DE 64, was 
elected preside nt o f the Am e rican 
Acade my of Implant Dentistry in 
Novem ber 1996. He has been a 
me mbe r o f the Sa nta Rosa, Calif., 
denta l communitv for m o re than 
30 yea rs. He was s'elected to be an 
hono red fellow o f the acade my 
and ser ved as wes te rn di stri ct 
representati ve, national secretary, 
and vice president. 
Manon Cleary, FA 6'1, was one 
of two American a rtists to receive a 
grant to a ttend a creative l.a boratory 
pro ject in the lJu -Turgen Va lley, 
liouse o f Co mpose rs, Kazoksta n, 
where she lectured o n art and 
contempo rary Am er ican fem a le 
artwor~ . He r wo rk was di splayed in 
two exhi b itions in New York C ity: 
"What Eve r Hi1ppenee! to Pop ;\rt," 
a t Galle ry Stendhal in August/Sep­
te mber 1996; and the "Summe r 
Discovery Ex hibiti o n " at the Alte r­
native Ivluseuil1 injuly 1996. ]-Ie r 
wor~ was included in ART SITTS 96 
at both the Corcora n Museulll a ncJ 
at the District of Columbia Ar ts 
Center. She also pa rticipated in an 
exhibiti on , ";\11 Nude, " at Ozon e 
Gallery, in New Yor~ C ity. 
AI Mueller, UC 65, is senio r 
estimato r a t Paric Corp., a d es ign­
build gen eral contractor and co n­
s tructio n rna nage r. 
Ronnie Oard, LA 65, is v ice 
president o f natio nal accoun ts at 
C hase Manhattan Ban~\ Education 
Finan ce Center. After recei ving an 
1vIA fro m Columbia University, she 
spent many years as a college finan­
cia.1 aid administrato r prior to begin­
ning her sa les caree r with Ch ase 10 
years ago. Ro nnie a nd husba nd Bill 
li ve in St . Petersburg, Fla. 
Joy Kroeger Beckner, FA 66, 
was aware!ed the l<a tl1eryn Th ayer 
Ho bso n Memoria l Award at the 
1996 50th Annual Sculpture and 
Metallic Art Exhibiti o n at Th e Pen & 
Brush, In c. , in New Yor~ City. She 
won for her bronze dachshu nd, 
" Dreaming of To matoes." In 1996, 
.l o y was juri ed into "The Art Show at 
the Dog Show," in Wichita, Kansas; 
"Reali sm '96," in Parkersburg, 
W. Va. ; and the !:lth annuallnte rnil­
ti o nal Scu lJJture in th e Par". in 
Loveldnd, Colo. Thi s was her first 
year to sho w natio nally, and 1997 is 
he r fo urth yeilr to sculpt bas-re lie f 
portrilit bro nzes for the l'atio nal 
Cosmeto logy Association. 
Walter E. Massey, GR 66, 
se rved as keynote s pea~er for the 
Urban League of Me tropolitiln 
SI. l.oui s' 79th An n ual Dinn e r 
Meeting. He is th e ninth pres ident 
o f Geo rg ia 's Moreho use Co ll ege . 
He was al so the fo rme r director o f 
tile Natio nal Scien ce Founda ti on. 
Judy Meador, GB 66, is owner 
of St. l.o ui s Small BU Siness, Inc., and 
editor and publishe r o f the 51. LOllis 
Sma/! Busi l l fSS lv{ontlll)'. She rece ived 
the St. Lo uis Regio na l Commerce & 
Growth Associatio n's 1996 Paceset­
te r Award, g iven in recognitio n o f 
her contribution s toward advanc ing 
a mi stren gthening small bu siness in 
the 51. Lo uis regio n over the past 
two decades . 
Martha KeJJerman Simms, 
LA 66, is recruitment manager o f 
the schoo l of edu ca tion in Wai~ako 
University in New Zealand. She is 
a lso an executive o f the Wo men 's 
Health Info rmatio n Se rvice~ in 
Hamilto n, New Zea land. 
Jerome M. Aronberg, LA 67, 
MD 71, was elected to serve as the 
legislati ve chairpe rson for the Mis­
souri State Dermatology Society. He 
al so was elected 1997-9S president­
elect for the Missouri State Derma­
to logy Society. His pilot's li cense 
affords him the opportunity of 
gettin g to jefferson City in about 
30 minutes to test ify before the state 
legislature on hea lth-care measures. 
Geoff Monge, LA 67, was 
elected president of the Fl o rida 
Sheriff's Association in july 1996. 
He was then elected to his lourth 
term as Sarasota Countv sheriff in 
September 1996 > 
KaJman Wenig, BU 68, has 
taken ea rl y retirement from Arthur 
Andersen, LLP, to form Premier Ca re 
Centers, LLC. Premier is an owner­
operator of assisted living faciliti es 
for the elderl y. Its fir st acquisition is 
loca ted in Milwaukee, Wise., a 135­
bed nursing home and assisted­
living facility and adult day-ca re 
cente r. The property was the Hilly 
Mitchell I·amilv estate-J histori c 
landmark. ' 
·~s 
Alan J. Aron, LA 70, GR 72, is 
director of worldwide marketing for 
Allied Collo ids, a chemical multina­
tional headquartered in llradfo rd, 
England. Alan and wife Madeline 
Jive in Harrogate, No rth Yorkshire. 
Elder son jason is a junior engin t'e r­
ing major at the University of 
Pennsylva nia, and Michael is a 
SOphofll ore pre-med student a t 
John s Hopkins Uni versity. 
John M. Lee, BU 70, found eel 
Focus Research and Marketing, a 
consulting practice specializing in 
focus-group resea rch, executive 
interview ing, strategic planning, 
and general marketing. He li ves in 
Omaha, Neb. 
Henry D. Shannon, GR 72, 
GR 82, was elected to se rve on the 
St. Loui s College of Ph armacy's 
Hoa rd o f Trustees. He is president o f 
the St. Louis Community College's 
Forest Park Campus. 
William J. Shaw, GB 72, has 
been named presid ent and chief 
operating officer of Marriott Inter­
national , Ine. He has been executi ve 
vice president and president of 
Marri ott SerVice ()roup for the past 
five years. 
Jim Cohen, LA 7'1, is director of 
cardio-renal products fo r wor ldwide 
strategic product development ,1t 
SllIithKline fleech am Pharmaceuti­
cals. In his "other life," he is band­
leader and steel guitar ist for "Bea ts 
Walkin '," a IJhiladelphia-based Texas 
swing band, which has just recorded 
it s first CD. The band 's home page 
is http://w\ovw.dynantt.com /-Iarry/ 
bw/index .html. 
Tom Costello, GB 74, was 
named vice president of institu­
tional development for the Colum­
bus Center Corp. Previously, he 
worked as director of development 
al th e j ohn ~. Kenn edy Center for 
the I)('ffoming Arts in WaShington, 
D.C He was also presiden t of the 
Springfield Library and Museums 
Association, assistant director and 
director of development at The 
Saint l.oui s Art Museum, and direc­
tor of Development at t·he Case 
Western University Schoo l of Law, 
in Cleveland, Ohio. 
Barry Tilson, fA 7'1, has been 
promoted to president o f Stan 
Gellman GraphiC Des ign, Inc. , in 
St. Louis. 
Kathleen Brown, LA 75, GR 
77, GR 95, was elected to the board 
of directors o f the South Central 
Regi on of th e 51. Lou is Holmes 
Partn ersh ip. She is director of Cadre 
WASHINGTON PROFILES Alphonso Jackson J.D. 73 
"We are given the opportunities we need" 

"This could o nly happen in America,"Alphonso Jackso n says of his life, 
which has evolved in Horatio­
Alger fashi o n. After growing up 
in an impo ve rish ed section of 
Dallas, Jackson went on to earn 
three college degrees, con verse 
with presidents, and be o n e of 
the 25 "most powerful" people 
in his hometown, as recently 
re ported by the Dallas Morning 
News. Ja ckson , who spea ks 
often and fondly of his coun­
try, is some times asked to 
defend hi s e nthusiasm in view 
of the racism h e has witnessed. 
"Last year when I spoke to 
students at Rutgers UniverSity, 
I talked about what a great 
country we live in," Jackson 
recalls. "Afte rward, a young 
African-Am eri ca n wo man came 
up and said I o bviously didn't 
understand racism. Of course [ 
do-especially having been 
involved in th e '60s with the 
:ivil Rights Movement in 
Alabama, where I was attacked 
by dogs and beaten. 
"But it all depends on how 
you view rac ism ," Jackson con­
tinues. "If you view it as a wall 
that is too high, too deep, and 
too wide to get around, you 
have a problem. But if you 
view it as a hurdl e you'll be 
jumping from birth to d eath, 
it's a different story. In thi s 
country we are given the 
opportunities we need to jump 
the hurdles ." 
Jackson has c leared many, 
prope lling himse lf into a vari­
ety o f key positi o ns: h ead of 
public housing authorities in 
St. Louis, Washington, D.C. , 
and Dallas; adviser to presi­
dents Reagan and Bush; and 
pres idential appOintee to posts 
such as the n a tional commis­
sions o n Ame rica's Urban 
Families and Severely 
Distressed Public Housing. 
Much of Jackson'S energy 
ove r the years has focused on 
public housing. His philosophy 
is to avoid trea ting the resi­
dents like vic tims. "My parents 
raised 12 of us and told us we 
were never victims, in spite o f 
raCism and poverty. I see pub­
lic-housing residents as human 
beings who h ave the ability.to 
move themse lves from depen­
dency to self-sufficiency. " 
At th e Dallas Housing 
Authority, which administers 
housing for 15,000 famili es, 
Jac kson impl emented a pro­
gram to help [leo­
pie move out. 
Since 1989, more 
than 2,000 fami­
lies have become 
self-sufficient. 
Anoth e r initiative 
tracks and ass ists 
stude nts through 
high school ill the 
hope o f getting 
them to college. 
In six years, the 
number who went 
to co.llege jumped 
from 19 to more 
than 3,000. 'The 
only reason any of 
th ese kids might 
set foot in public housing again 
is if th eir mothe rs are there to 
visit," Jackson says. "They have 
severed a cycle." 
AltllOugh Jackson chairs the 
General Service Commission of 
Texas-one of Governor George 
W. Bush 's top appointments­
in August 1996 he accepted a 
position in the private sector 
that a llows him more time with 
his wife and two daughte rs . As 
vice president for corporate 
resources at Central and South 
West Energy, In c., he oversees 
human resources, marketing, 
SUMM ER 1997 
and communicatio ns; his pri­
mary responsibility is nationa l 
and inte rnationa l strategic 
planning. 
When he was a teenager in 
South Dallas with his successes 
still far ahead, Ja ckson says, his 
determination was unwavering. 
" It was just a matter of never 
losing hope. I got a little dis­
heartened at times, but I was 
always a ble to wake up the next 
morning and say 'Yes, it's worth 
getting up and jumping those 
hurdles.'" 
-Kristin Bakker 
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and program [Jlanning of St. Louis' 
Cooperating School Districts (CSD) 
William S. Daniel, LW 75, 
will chair the annual meeting and 
seminar of the Alnerican Bar 
Association Property Insurance 
L.aw Committee in San Francisco 
on Aug. 2, 1997. 
Barbara Dunn, FA 75, was 
appointed vice president of Gensler 
interior design firm, in Los Ange­
les. She is recognized nationally for 
her interior design skills and has 
led the award-winning design of 
numerous interior projects for law 
firms, professional service groups, 
and entertainment organizations. 
William C. Schoenhard, HA 
75, has been elected to the Council 
of [(egents, the legislative body of 
the American College of Health­
care Executives. As a regent, he will 
represent the Missouri Gateway 
area. He is executive vice president 
and chief operating officer of SSM 
Health Care System. 
Paul C. L. Tang, GR 75, GR 
82, is professor of philosophy at 
California State University, Long 
Beach. He received the ail-univer­
sity outstanding professor award 
for 1996-97 for teaching, research, 
and service, and he receiw d the 
California State University system­
wide trustees' outstanding profes­
sor award. Tang's biography 
appears in the 1996 edition of 
Wlw:S WIIU A III0 I7g A l17t'riw'\ 
Tcue/wls. 
Carolyn Yoder, LA 75, has 
been named senior editor of his­
tory for I-liSllliSl7ts fur Cl7ilrlrfll 
magaZine. She lives in Henniker, 
N.H. 
WilliamJ. Wilcox, LA 76, 
joined the staff of Hastings ami 
Chivetta architects, in St. l.ouis. 
William sings in the choir, in the 
praise team, and as a soloist at 
Bethany Baptist Church, in Town 
& Country, Mo. From October to 
December 1996, he sang with a 
225-voice choir in the St. Louis 
production of "Em manuel," a 
contemporary musical about the 
life of Christ. This musical was 
performed at the Kiel Center before 
an audience of 20,000. 
Kevin C. Crowell, LA 77, and 
Janet S. Leong, LA 78, have a 
daughter, Vivian I.i, born lJec. 2, 
1996. She joins sisters Katherine, 9, 
and Elizabeth, 5, in making their 
Oak Park, Ill., home a "boy-free 
zone." Janet is a member of First 
Chicago's training department; 
Kevin is international sales man­
ager at Coilcraft. They can be 
reached at CroweIUBG0'aol.com. 
Robet:'t N. Eichler, LA 77, has 
been a deputy district attorney for 
the San Diego County District 
Attorneys Office for 14 years. He is 
assigned to the major frauds divi­
sion. He is beginning his second 
term as president of the Deputy 
District Attorneys Association. He 
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io aLso president of San Diegans 
Against Crime, a political action 
committee he founded in 1996. He 
is on the board of directors of the 
statewide California District Attor­
neys Association. 
Wendy Geringer, LA 77, is 
director of business development 
for Innovative Medical [(esearch, a 
private company, with offices 
nationwide, that conducts clinical 
trials of pharmaceutical drugs in 
developnlent. She lives with her 
llUsband and two sons in Croton­
on-Hudson, N.Y. 
Nancy Lisker, LA 77, is man­
aging editor at W()f/1en\ Healthcare 
CUI1.lultal1ts/l-lfCllti1 Newsletter Direct, 
in Evanston, Ill. She lives in 
Chicago with her husbancl, Bruce 
Styler. 
Jonathan H. Smith, FA 77, 
entered the seminary in june 1'192 
after 15 years in graphic design and 
advertising. He graduated from 
Covenant Theological Seminary, in 
St. I.ouis, in May 1996 with an 
M.Div. degree. He also married and 
became stepfather to teenage 
twins. Since graduation, he has 
served as pastor of the First Presby­
terian Church (EPC) of Waskom, 
Texas. His wife, Kathy, is the for­
mer organist at Peace Presbyterian 
Church (PLUSA), in Charleston, 
S.e., where Jonathan's hrother, 
Peter Smith, LA 80, is pastor. 
Their father, Norris K. Smith, 
Professor Elneritus of Art History 
and Archaeology, lives in Fayette­
ville, N.C. 
Elizabeth Knoll, LA 78, and 
husband Steven Graubard have a 
daughter, Anya, born in November 
1996. She joins sister Sophia, 4. In 
January Elizabeth started at Harvard 
University Press as senior acquisi­
tions editor in behavioral sciences. 
Frank Rosario, LA 78, and 
wife l.inda have a son, Franklin 
Isaiah, born Nov. 8, 1996; he joins 
Siblings Benjamin, )7, Angela, 15, 
jon Carl, 13, and Evelyn, 6 1/2. 
They live in St. Louis. Frank is an 
associate in the architectural firm 
Fox, Inc., and Linda is an elernen­
tary school teacher. 
Albert Kaplan, BU 79, is 
branch manager for kG. Edwards 
& Sons, and he is located in Lex­
ington, Ky. AI and wife Kaye have 
two daughters: jensyn Bree, 9 1/2, 
and Bailey Elise, 7. 
Robert F. Kastenholz, GB 79, 
was promoted to group senior vice 
president and group head of 
LaSalle National Bank's commerical 
banking department. He oversees 
three lending divisions while 
continuing to supervise, expand, 
and develop the bank's commercial 
lending portfolio. He and his 
family live in Western Springs, 1lI. 
Lucinda Ludwig, LA 79, lives 
in Dayton, Ohio, with her hus­
band, Gary Shaffer, and their two 
children-Ryan, 10, and Emily, 8. 
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Lucinda is vice president in charge 
of a-rchitecture at Design Forum, a 
retail design and architecture firm, 
where she has IJecome I icensed to 
practice architecture in ali 50 states. 
~s 
June McAllister Fowler, GR 80, 
is director of community affairs at 
Mallinckrodt, Inc. She administers 
MaUindrodt's community partner­
shi p program, including gran ts, 
matching gifts, and employee 
volunteer initiatives. 
Richard Leaf, LA 80, GA 83, 
and wife Carolyn have a son, Bryan 
Harrison, born Sept. 17, 1996. He 
joins sister jennifer,S 1/2. "Mom 
and Dad are proud, happy, and 
exhausted," they report. 
Susan Mat:'ch, LA 80, is author 
of two bibliographies published by 
the jewish Book Council-Huliday 
Buuks fur Childreu and Rt'suurct's fur 
Adults and Jewish Histol)! Through 
Histurical Fictiun. 
Seth Rosen, LA 80, and wife 
Melanie have a daughter, Saman­
tha, born Dec. 1, 1996. Seth is a 
practicing gastroenterologist in 
Miami, Fla. 
Myt:'a Segal, LA 80, is a bud­
get/[JoJicy analyst with the AJbu­
querque City Council. Myra and 
husband Tom Friedman have a 
daughter, Elisa, 1 1/2. Myra can be 
reached at msegal(g)cabq.gov. 
Keith E. Van Tassel, EN 80, 
was promoted to space shuttle 
subsystem manager for pyrotech­
nics at NASA-johnson Space Center, 
in Houston, Texas. His work 
includes pyrotechnics used for 
launch, landing, and emergency 
crew escape. He is also the senior 
project engineer for pyrotechnics 
on tile X-38 project. 
Marie Louise Kane, GR 81, is 
an art historian and authority on 
American painter [(ichard E. Miller's 
(1875-1943) paintings. She wrote 
the catalog, the first scholarly 
survey of Miller's work, that accom­
panied an exhibit of his paintings 
this spring at the Jordan-Volpe 
Gallery in New York City. 
Robbin Rader List, FA 81, 
and husband Chester have a son, 
Mitchell Eugene, born Feb. 18, 
1996. They live in St. Louis, where 
Robbin is in her 13th year with 
DG&A Advertising and Communi­
cations, and Chester is a CPA with a 
local firm. 
Owen A. Curtis, LA 82, GB 
82, married Mary Ann [(odden on 
Nov. 13, 1993. They have a son, 
Zachary, born Nov. 9, 1996. Owen 
works for Deutsche Financial Ser­
vices They live in St. Louis 
Mustafa M. Mezwaghi, GA 
82, was awarded a PhD in architec­
ture from the University of G las­
gow, Scotland. He is married and 
has a 5-year-old daughter and 
infant son. His new address is P.O. 
Box 83433, The Central Post Office, 
Tripoli-Libya, North Africa. 
Marc V. Richards, EN 82, and 
wife Deborah are the new adopted 
parents of a bounCing baby boy, 
jacob Daniel, born Nov. 19, 1996. 
After changing careers from engi­
neer to patent attorney, Marc is 
enjoying the new job and his nights 
and weekends being a daddy. They 
live in Chicago. 
Sylvia Titgemeyer, LA 82, is a 
partner at Blumenfeld, Kaplan, & 
Sand weiss, 1'C, where she practices 
in the fields of imm igration and 
employee benefits. She and her 
husband, Michael Allison, LA 
82, have two children. Austin was 
born Nov. 7, 1990, anel Flannery 
was born April 9,1 '1'14. They live in 
St. Louis. 
Perry B. Newman, LW 83, 
was appointed Maine's first director 
of international trade on Aug. 1, 
1996, and president of the new 
Maine International Trade Center. 
In November 1996, Perry and 
Maine Governor Angus King led a 
trade delegation of 45 businesses to 
the U.K., the largest trade delega­
tion ever to be organized in Maine. 
Hans Thummel, AR 83, 
joined the Chicago office of Perkins 
and Will Architects and Engineers. 
He is project architect of a 900,000­
square-foot corporate headquarters 
for W.W. Grainger, in Lake Forest, 
Ill. During the past year, Hans and 
wife Kathryn celebrated the birth of 
their daughter, julia Rae. "Kathryn 
has returned to work at Delta Air­
lines after an extended maternity 
leave, and Connor has adapted well 
to his new baby sister. All are doing 
fine, except when Julia starts to 
play with Connor's toy cars." 
Grant G. Haven, LA 84, 
marriecl john F Stanley on Oct. 13, 
1996, at the Four Seasons Olympic 
Hotel, in Seattle, Wash. john is an 
attorney with the United States 
Equal Opportunity Commission. 
They live in Seattle, Wash. 
Michael Lefkowitz, LA 84, 
moved to a new home in 
Circleville, Ohio. He reports his 
practice is challenging, but enjoy­
able. "One of these days, I'm think­
ing about getting married," he says. 
James Thomas Rodgers, LA 
84, joined Whalen & Company, 
Inc., in Lafayette, Calif., a leader in 
the wireless telecommunications 
consulting business. 
Susan Shern Wilder, LA 84, 
has been named residencv director 
for family medicine at th~ Mayo 
Clinic, in Scottsdale, Ariz She and 
entrepreneur husband Robert 
Wilder, BU 83, daughter Nicole, 
and two golden retrievers moved to 
Scottsdale in 1995 and report they 
would "love to have visitors." 
Thomas C. Binzer, LA 85, GR 
85, is an orthopediC surgeon in 
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Texas. He and wife Ta ra moved into 
a new ho me, with land for horses, as 
insisted on by 3-yea r old daughter 
Larson Elizabeth, "Daddy's girL" 
Thom as also stays busy chasing 1­
year-old son Patton (his "little 
general") around the property. 
Tina Kremenczky, LA 85, 
married Rob Smith, a psychiatri st, in 
August 1995. Their daughter, Sophie, 
was born Oct. 1, 1996. Tina practices 
law full-time with the nrm of Pryor, 
Cashman, Sherman, and Flynn, 
specia lizing in labor and employ­
ment litigation and counseling. 
John K. Power, LW 85, joined 
the law firm of Husch &: Eppen­
berger as a partner in Kansas City. 
He practices in the areas of ilnti trust 
compliance, commercial litigation, 
and products liabi lity. 
Stanley Scism, GR 85, founded 
the Scism Christian Institute in 
1989 in New Delhi, India, and 
teaches there. He is presideill' and 
superintendent of the United 
Pentecostal Church in Nepal, 
which he founded in 1992. He 
reports he is looking to expand 
into Bhutan and Tibet as well as 
other places in India, Nepal , and 
Bangladesh. He has written three 
books, including Northwest Pas5age, 
a book on his upbringing with his 
grandfather in Washington, Idaho, 
and Oregon. 
Kristina Stierholz, LA 85, 
joined the Maun &: Simon law firm 
as an associate after serving as a 
clerk for two years for Chief U.S. 
Magistrate Franklin l. Noel. She 
also interned for one semester for 
U.S. MagistrateJonathan G. 
Lebedoff. Before law school, she 
worked for New York publishing 
companies, including two years 
with Murdoch MagaZines. A 1994 
graduate from the University of 
Minnesota Law School, she was 
student articles editor and staff 
member of Law and Inequality: A 
JOllrnal of Theory al/d Practice. 
Alicia Miller-Talmadge, LA 
85, is working as an actress in 
va rious productions in New York 
and worldwide. Her husband, Scott, 
is a creditors rights attorney for a 
law firm in Manhattan. They have a 
daughter, Eliza Miller Talmadge, 
born Sept. 16, 1996. They live in Rye 
Brook, N.Y. 
Ilene L Bromfeld, BU 86, 
married Neil Goldberg on Nov. 17, 
1996. She is a certified public 
accountant and the controller of a 
real estate management company in 
New York City. She li ves in Cliffside 
Pa rk, N.J" and can be reached at 
ILGC PA@aol.com. 
Katherine Sher Davison, BU 
86, and husband Glenn have a son, 
Alec Matthew, born Nov. 1, 1996. 
WASHINGTON PROFILES Fred M. Kemp, B.Arch. '50 
Car Struck-30 Dazzlers and Counting 

E
veryone, it seems, is a col­
lector these days. 
Whether it's Faberge eggs, 

Depression glass, baseball 

cards, or the toys from 

McDonald's Happy Meals, 

many people have a passion 

for acquiring the definitive set 

of just about anything. 

Fred M. Kemp, Sr. , is one of 

those people. His collection 

won't fit on shelves in the liv­





And not the Matchbox cars, 

either. The real thing. 

Kemp currently owns 30 

M~rcedes. He figures his collec­

tion is one of the largest in 

the country and has a great 

deal of value. Since he bought 

his first Mercedes·Benz in 19S8, 

Kemp has purchased S8 of the 

German-made cars for himself 

or family members. 

"This Mercedes thing might 

sound a little bizarre-but 

for me, it's not a question of 

just liking nice things," Kemp 

says. "These cars are like a fine 

jewelry or painting collection. 





Like all connoisseurs, Kemp 

does more than admire the 

objects of his fascination from 

afar. He exam· 
ines them with 
the eyes of a 
trained archi· 





in the homes 
he has been 
building since 




dollar corporation that was 
ranked 361st in the nation in 
the 1980s. It also has been 
called one of the biggest build­
ing and development compa­
nies in Missouri. 
About 20 of Kemp's cars 
can be considered collectibles. 
Each represents the first auto­
mobile made available to the 
public with innovations in 
safety, engineering, mechanics, 
or aesthetics. In his collection 
are a 19S8 190 SL Sports 
Convertible, a 1939 S40 K 
Cabriolet A that was owned by 
the Luftwaffe, the German air 
ministry during World War II, 
and a 19S4 300 SL gull·wing 
coupe that helped begin a rev­
olutiol1 in the way cars 
were designed. 
Like Frank Lloyd 
Wright, another architect 
and Mercedes-Benz devotee, 
Kemp has a keen eye for design 
and construction. That eye was 
developed as an architecture 
student and later as owner and 
president of his company. "It's 
a delight to contemplate the 
Mercedes design," he says. 
"The cars have evolved over 
the years, and they all make a 
statement." 
Although Kemp is pleased 
with his collection, one 
Mercedes has eluded him-a 
S40 K Special Roadster. Only 18 
of these "low-slung, rakish two· 
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He joins sisters Rebecca, 6, and 
Elyse, 4. They live in St. Louis, 
where Glenn works as a cardiologist 
at St. Luke's Hospital. 
Gary Wayne Golden, FA 86, is 
a cligital artist and free-lance illustra­
tor in Little Rock, Ark. In March 
1996, his image "Sanctuary" was 
awarded best st ill image honors at 
NYMUG MacFair '96, in New York, 
and his image "September" was 
featured in COIl/pI/tel' A rtist maga­
zine. His limited editio n "Majesti· 
grafn prints are on display at the 
Arkansas Repertory Thea tre Gal­
leries in Little Rock. Ga ry can be 
reached at gsq uared0lintellinet.com. 
Thomas M. Hesse, LA 86, and 
wife Lisa Ann (Rupell) Hesse, 
LA 86, GR 86, welcome their son, 
Isaac John Hesse, to their family. He 
joins brother Jacob Thomas at their 
home in Kettering, Ohio. They can 
be reached at tmhesse<!<)juno.com. 
..J£i~!' J} 

seaters with a rumble 
seat" were built between 
1935 and 1938. E.ach 
today is worth three to 
five million dollars. Kemp 
says it is too costly to obtain 
one of the roadsters, so he's 
going to do what any truly 
dedicated collector would do: 
He'll build one. 
''I'm going to take an old 
S40 K and have it rebodied. It 
will be an imitation, but with 
an all-Mercedes engine, drive 
train, chassis, and so forth. The 
body will be hand-built and all 
the castings will be reproduced . 
That's how bad I want a Special 
Roadster for my collection." 
-C.B. Adams 
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International Hillel Conference: 
An East Coast Reunion 
When Hillel: The Foundation for 
Jewish Campus Life held its 
annual professional conference 
in New Jersey last December, 
the event drew hundreds of 
Jewish professionals from col­
lege campuses around the 
world. It also brought together 
seven Washington University 
alums: (back row, I. to r.) Scott 
Selig, GR 91, director, University 
of Hartford Hillel; Rabbi Aaron 
Bisno, LA 90, director, University 
of Virginia Hillel; Nutite 
Notarius Rosin, LA 75, director 
of public relations, Hillel : The 
Foundation for Jewish Campus 
Life; Rob Goldberg, director, 
St. Louis Hillel at Washington 
University; David Ebstein, LA 79, 
Mary Jo McClelland Mueller, 
EN 86, and husband Doug have a 
son, Cha rl es "Mac" McCle lland 
Muelle r, bo rn in December 1995. 
Mary j o is a consu ltant a t McDon­
nell Douglas Corp., in St. l.ouis, and 
Doug is a physician recru iter for the 
company Powell & Kirk. 
Annette Peelle Sargent, LA 
86, SW 88, and husband Eric 
welcomed William Nelson to their 
family on Feb. 9, 1997. The Sa rgents 
live in St. Louis, where Eric is on the 
faculty of the St. l.ouis Unive rsi ty 
School of Med icine. 
Naomi Swiezy, LA 86, gradu­
ated with a PhD in clinica l psycho l­
ogy from Louisiana State Unive rsi ty 
in 1993 and has been working 
primarily with autistic and mentally 
retarded individuals a t Kennedy 
Krieger Institute, in Baltimore, Md. 
She also directs a ci. inic serving this 
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assistant to the director, Hebrew 
University Hillel and Project 
Coordinator, Hillel in the Former 
Soviet Union; (front row, I. to r.) 
Jamon Heller, LA 95, director of 
development, St. Louis Hillel at 
Washington University; Aliza 
Kline, LA 94, director, Jewish 
National Fund on Campus; and 
Leslie Lautin, LA 94, communi­
cations coordinator, Drisha 
Institute for Jewish Education in 
New York. Not shown: Rabbi 
James Diamond, former WU 
adjunct professor of compara­
tive literature and modern 
Hebrew languages and litera­
tures and now executive direc­
tor of the Center for Jewish Life 
at Princeton University. 
population. She lives in Ca tonsville, 
Md., with husband Michael and 
daughter Sarah , 3. 
Amy Ivey Varble, GR 86, and 
husband Doug have a daughter, 
Madison McNeill , bo rn Nov. 8, 
1996; sh e jo ins Curtis, 3. Amy and 
fam ily live in St. Louis. 
Byron R. Boles, BU 87, lives in 
Coffeyville, Kans., with wife Tracy 
and daughter MacKenzie. He is 
owner of Boles Properties and 
manages apartment complexes. He 
recently completed renovation of 
the Booth Hotel in Independence, 
Kans. The converted luxury apart­
ment building is now listed on the 
National Registry of Historic Places. 
He also is continuing to work in the 
retail jewelry business. 
Gregory F. Heppner, GA 87, 
and wife Kathy have a son, Kevin 
Gregory, born Dec. 25, 1996. He 
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joins sisters Colleen and Caroline. 
Gregory is working at 'Iaylor & 
Partners, Inc., in Boston, Mass., and 
is the project architect for th e reno­
vation of the Health, Science and 
Technology Center at the Massachu­
setts Institute of Technology, in 
Cambridge. 
James T. Madore, LA 87, 
received the 1996 media award from 
the New York State AFL-CiO for his 
coverage of organ ized labor and 
issues affecting working people. He 
jo ined The Blllfalo News in 1989 as a 
business reporter. He a lso was 
named the 1996 National Media 
Advocate of the Year by the U.S. 
Small Business Administration . His 
articles on gambling, international 
trade, manufac turing, retailing, and 
toys have won several writing 
awards. 
Bill Osbourn, BU 87, is senior 
manager wi th Price Waterhouse's 
Accounting and SEC Services group. 
He transferred to th e nationa l office, 
in Stanford, Conn., fo r a two-year 
stint. He lives there with wife Enid 
(Rivera) Osbourn, BU 87; son 
Ryan , 2 1/2; and daughter Brianna, 
1 1/2. 
Phil Sampson, BU 87, and wife 
Rosanne Mueth Sampson, LA 
88, have twin daughters, Molly and 
Melissa, born july 25, 1996. They 
join their 3-year-old big brothe r, 
Nathan. 
Howard Shalowitz, LW 87, 
was elected to the Board of Gover­
nors of the Bar Association of Metro­
politan St. Louis (BAlvISL). He is 
chairman of BAMSL's lawye r referra l 
and information service. He is in 
private law practice in St. Louis and 
travels around th e United Sta tes and 
Canada as an ambassador for the 
Cantors Assembly, lecturing, 
singing, and leading services. 
Alison Block Gerson, LA 88, 
and husband Stephane Gerson, have 
a son, julian Seth, born Aug. 22, 
1996. They live in Chicago. 
Andrea L. Bay Leone, FA 88, 
and husband Pasquale h ave a son, 
jonathan Stefano, born Sept. 28, 
1996; he jo ins brother An to nio 
Douglas, 3. They live in Lucera, Ita ly. 
Timothy C. Long, LW 88, is a 
partner in the Columbus, O hio, law 
firm of Ca rlile, Patchen, & Murph y, 
l.LP. His practice emphasizes busi­
ness and rea l estate law. 
Sibyl C. Pranschke, LW 88, 
has been promoted to vice president 
and directo r of national lega l 
research for Willis Corroon . She is a 
nationall y recogni zed spea ker on 
employee benefits issues and is the 
co-author of ERlSA Co mpliana : 
Health & Welfare Plans, a book 
published by Employee Benefi ts of 
America. 
Dana Trotter, LA 88, is a 
firefighter/paramed ic with the 
St. Charles Fire Department, in 
St. Charles, Mo. She is engaged to 
Gary G. Buckley, of Mehlville, Mo. 
Gary is a firefighter/EMT with West 
Coun ty EMS and Fire Protec tio n 
Distri ct, Manchester, Mo. Their 
wedding is planned for june 1998 
in her hometown of Milwaukie, 
Ore. 
Andrew Bronson, LA 89, 
married Brooke Hillman on Sept. 
28, 1996 They li ve in Sleepy Ho l­
low, N.V. Andrew is an associate 
with th e law firm Nobile, Maga rian, 
& DiSalvo, in Bronxville, N.V. 
Brooke is a speech pathologist at 
the Shield Inst itute in Bronx, N.Y. 
Richard Egenriether, LA 89, 
rece ived an lvlA in history from th e 
Unive rsity of Minneso ta in August 
1996. He is employed at Washing­
to n U.'s O lin Library a nd has been 
an acti ve member of the Univer­
sity's Alumni and Pa re nts Admis­
sion Program since 1993 . 
Doug Green, flU 89, was 
named directo r of football opera­
tio ns at the University o f Illinois­
Champaign, where he is a lso con­
t inuing with law school. 
James Hindes, LA 89, married 
Mary Drinkhouse, LA 89, on I 
Aug. 2, 1996. James is a network 
manager for a large midwestern 
bank, and Mary is d nursing studen t 
at the Universi ty of Wisconsin in 
Milwaukee. 
Gina Mazzarulli, LA 89, 
married j ohn V. Sinon on Dec. 7, 
1996. 'fh e couple honeymooned in 
Australia. G in a graduated cum 
laude from Fordham University 
School of l.aw in 1992 and is an 
associa te at the law firm of Haythe 
and Curley, in Manhattan. Her 
husband is an executive recruiter in 
Manha ttan. They live in Pleas­
antVille, N.V., in Wes tchester 
County. 
Stephen E. Parker, BU 89, 
married Tamm i Davidow, a com­
mercial real-es tate attorney and 
graduate o f the University o f North 
Caro lina-Chapel Hill, in November 
1996. Stephen practices law with 
Arnall, Golden, and Gregory, LLP, in 
Atlanta , Ga., specializing in estate 
planning and income tax planning 
for c losely held businesses. His 
a rtic le "Estate Planning wi th Elect­
ing Sma ll Business Trusts" appeared 
in the )ollrnal ofTaxatioll for Accoun­
tants and )ollmal ofTaxatiol1 for 
Lawyers in February/March 1997. 
Dorothy (Maim) Walwer, LA 
89, and husba nd Greg Walwer, 
LA 89, have a son, Matthew Frank 
Max imilian, born March 15, 1997. 
He joins j asmine, 4, and Jimmy, 2. 
G reg is work ing on his PhD in 
anth ropology at Yale University. 
Their e-mail address is 
gwalwer@pantheon.yale.edu. 
Charles Caldemeyer, GF 90, was 
awarded tenure by Ashland Univer­
sity, effective for the 1996--97 
academic yea r. He is also exhibiting 
his work regularly at various gal­
leries in the East and Midwest. 
Susan Heinz, GB 90, married 
Bruce Armstrong on June 29, 1996. 
He is an engineer and computer 
SCientist at Allison Transmissions. 
They live in West Newton, Ind. 
Hsing Huang, GB 90, was 
named senior manager of t.he 
direct investment department of 
Gains Investment Corporation of 
Taiwan. Hsing is mainly responsi­
ble for direct investment in high­
technology industries, both domes­
tically and internationall y. 
Derek Reed Lauer, LA 90, 
GA 94, married Deborah Lynn 
Phillips on Aug. 10, 1996, in 
Concord, N.H. Derek is an archi­
tect at LN. Ca rley Associates. 
Deborah is a law student at 
franklin Pierce Law Center. They 
live in Concord, N.H. 
Peter Sandler, LA 90, and 
Adelaide Sandler, LA 91, have 
a daughter, Mary Kathleen, born 
Feb. 4. She joins brother RiChard, 
who turns 3 in July. After several 
transfers, they now live in New­
town, Conn . Peter is a commodity 
trader with Louis Dreyfus Corpora­
tion, and Addie is working on a 
master's degree in community 
counseling. Peter can be reached 
at sandlef1)@ldcorp.com. 
Judi Sapero Tavill, FA 90, 
and Michael TaviU, LA 86, have 
a son, Jacob David l!ake), born 
Dec. 20, 1996. They moved to 
Monmouth County, N.]., where 
Mike is in private practice as a 
pediatric ea r, nose, and throat 
surgeon in Red Bank, N.]. Judi 
continues her design work and 
pursues a variety of other interests. 
Michelle Topper, BU 90, 
married Neil Brodsky, LA 91, 
on Nov. 10, 1996. Michelle is a 
hospital products specialist with 
Merck & Co. Neil is a first-year 
resident in internal medicine at 
Atlantic City Medical Center. 
They Jive in Brigantine, N.]. 
Hiroko Yoshida, GB 90, is 
accounting manager at Intel K.K. 
Hiroko's new home address is: 
Satsuki-dai ra 2-4-2-1904, Misato, 
Saitama, 341 JAPAN. 
Brian Youngberg, GB 90, 
is assistant vice president in the 
utilities group of Duff & Phelps 
Credit Rating Co., in Chicago. 
He was an assistant vice president 
with the Bank of Tokyo­
Mitsubishi , in Chicago. He and 
wife Michele live in the suburb 
of Napervi lle with their three 
daughters: Brianna, 6, Emily, 3, 
and Natalie, 1. 
Gretchen CoWlDan, EN 91, 
is working for the Peace Corps 
and is teaching high school science 
in Zimbabwe, Africa . 
Ben Hormel Harris, LA 91, 
received a law degree in spring 
1996 from the University of 
Nebraska. He requested an intern­
ship in Chile pursuant to his MBA, 
and he took an intensive Spanish 
course, "AmeriSpan," in Peru before 
traveling to Chile. He was hired by 
Peat Marwick KPM G accounting 
firm, in Sa ntiago, Chile, and reports 
he is en joying the posi tion, the 
country, and the people. He says he 
would love to hear from his class­
mates. 
Michael Koch, LA 91, and 
Bonnie Adrian, LA 92, have a 
son, Nathaniel, born in May 1996, 
shortly after Michael graduated 
with a master's of architecture 
degree from Yale University. All 
three live in Taipei, Ta iwan, where 
Bonnie, a doctoral student in 
WASHINGTON PROFILES Gwendolyn Jordan Dungy Ph.D. '80 
It Takes a Team-Solutions for the Times 

"I couldn't have done any of this without m y family, " says Gwendolyn Dungy, execu­
tive director of the National 
Association of Student 
Personnel Admini strators 
(NASPA) and for nearly 20 
years a top administrator in 
non profits and academe. "You 
have to have security and sup­
port to act. It's not that I'm so 
great-it's that I've been able to 
take some risks. " 
Dungy's openhearted tribute 
hints not only at her character 
but also the belief in mutual 
support and regard that has 
guided her career choices. As 
CEO for the Washington, 
D.C.-based NASPA, an organi­
zation of student affairs admin­
istrators in higher education, 
Dungy carries out board deci­
sions in accordance with 
NASPA's aims and the wishes of 
its 7,000 members. NASPA 
equips the membership with 
"whatever they need to do 
their jobs," from public-policy 
advisories to national and 
regional conferences and work­
shops a round such issues as 
services privatization and 
Among other services, 
NASPA provides policy develop­
ment and advocacy on key 
nationa l issues-"and that's 
where I come in, too," Dungy 
says. "Part of my role is to say, 
' I think this is important and 
we ough t to get 
on it.' Campus 
crime reporting, 
for example. 
We' re wo rking 
to have an 
impact on 
"Students need to 

learn empathy so they 





Congress. We're not a lobbying technology accelerates the avail­
group, but we try to provide the ability of video- and computer­
information needed for the best taught courses to the home. 
possible legislation ." 
Dungy also led the prepara­
tion of a grant proposal to the 
Centers for Disease Control, in 
Atlanta. The result was a four­
year, million-dollar 
grant last year to help 
convince campus 
leaders to make 
H1V-prevention 
information a 
part of students' 
education. 
Contemporary 
issues in higher 
education are both 
complex. Dungy, who earned 
her Ph.D. in educational policy­
making and administration in 
1980, knows every nuance. 
Among the challenges: the grow­
ing pressure on college adminis­
trators to justify high costs. 
Dungy's emphatic reply sug­
gests that campuses are actually 
more important than ever. 
"We have to teach more than 
the contents of books," she 
says. "We must teach stu­
dents to work in teams. 
They need experiences 
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are needed as 
on college campuses 
and in community­
based learning situ­
ations to be leade rs, 
to learn empathy 
so they can carry 
out their civic 
responsibilities . 
an emphasis on service learning 
and volunteerism," she contin­
ues, "students don 't simply go 
out and volunteer and then for­
get about it. They get something 
from it , as does the community; 
students reflect on why they 
did it a nd what difference it 
made to others and themselves." 
The inestimable value of peo­
ple acting on one another's 
behalf-and the possibilities 
cooperation affords-have been 
part of Dungy's professional 
thinking since her early career 
days as director of counseling a t 
the Meramec campus of 
SI. Louis Community College. 
"I wanted to work with people 
who didn't think they could 
make it, encourage them, and 
show them a way," Dungy says . 
She continued her efforts "to 
help people" at subsequent dean­
ships at several East Coast colleges 
(" I knew if I understood the acad­
emic side, I could do a better job 
in student affairs") before she 
joined NASPA in 1995. At the 
same time, she says, "I always 
maintain an institutional view, 
and ask myself, 'How can we 
work together?'" 
fundraising in student affairs. momentous and "Now that there is -Judy H. Watts 
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cultural anthropology, is conduct­
ing dissertation research on gender 
and portrait photography as a 
Fulbright scholar. They can be 
reached at bonnie.adrian@yale.edu. 
Tim Rose, LA 91, and wife 
Stephanie Botsford, LA 90, 
have a daugh ter, Anna Lee, born 
Sept. 29, 1996. They live in r-ayet­
teville, N.C., where Tim is sta­
tioned at Fort Bragg. They can be 
reached at 105570.2165@com­
puserve.com. 
Charles Hicks, EN 92, has 
been selected to participate in the 
Air Force's Worldwide Talent 
Competition held at Andrews Air 
r-orce Base, in Maryland. This could 
land him a position as technician 
for "Tops In Blue," the Air Force's 
premier entertainment showcase. 
Meanwhile, though, he reports he 
is still working "100 feet below 
ground in Montana as a missile 
launch officer" and has been 
promoted to the rank of captain. 
He also aspires to complete his 
MBA at Colorado State University 
"before the turn of the century. It 
could happen!" 
Suzan Kotler, LA 92, has been 
living in Cincinnati, Ohio, since 
graduation and works for Procter & 
Gamble in the market research 
department. In August, she will 
marry Matt Wasserman, "another 
East-Coaster," who works at Procter 
& Gamble. She can be reached at 
Kotlersh@pg.com. 
Hsiaochi Kuo, GB 92, has 
joined American Express Financial 
Advisors, Inc., in Minneapolis, 
Minn. She is a senior financial 
analyst for the technologies con­
trollers department and is in 
charge of distribu ted systems 
management. She can be reached 
at kuox0019(glg0Id.tc.umn.edu. 
Her homepage address is 
www.tc.umn.edu/nlhome/gOI2/ku 
ox0019. 
Jennilyn McCahan, LA 92, 
married Timothy Biery, of Ever­
green, Colo., on July 4, 1996. They 
live in Denver. Jennilyn is working 
for the business markets depart­
ment of MCI. She can be reached 
at JBiery96@aol.com. 
Kathryn Parr, LW 92, is a 
senior consultant in the tax ser­
vices division of Deloitte & Touche 
LLP, in Atlanta, Ga. She specializes 
in employee benefits, including 
qualified and non-qualified retire­
ment plans. 
Kristi PoeUinger, LA 92, 
married Paul Egland on Oct. 28, 
1995. Kristi and Paul both attend 
graduate school at the University 
of Iowa in Iowa City. Paul is in the 
microbiology PhD program, and 
Kristi is working toward a PhD in 
molecular biology. 
Michele Ann Lewis Randel, 
LA 92, GA 94, is an intern archi­
tect for Edwin S. Darden. She 
married David Dean Randel on 
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Nov. 23, 1996; he is an accountant 
for Vavrinek, Trine, Day, & Co. 
They honeymooned in Negril, 
Jamaica, and live in Fresno, Calif. 
She reports she was thrilled to have 
a few Washington University 
basketball alums attending the 
wedding. 
Gary RosenblulD, LA 92, has 
left his position as a merchandise 
planner for Macy's East to attend 
Cornell University's MBA program. 
Gary can be reached via e-mail at 
gbr2<&'cornell.edu. 
Lynne Silber, BU 92, left ABC 
Daytime's programming and devel­
opment department and now 
works in production for Lifetime 
Television. She lives in New York 
City. 
Mark Smith, LW 92, joined 
the law firm Husch & Eppenberger 
in St. Louis as an associate in the 
litigation department. 
Donna Tauber, LA 92, gradu­
ated from Tulane University School 
of Medicine in May 1997 with a 
dual degree MD/MPH. She will be 
starting a pediatrics residency in 
July at Albert Einstein/Montifiore 
Medical Center. She lives in r-orest 
Hills, N.Y. 
Karen E. Weiss, LA 92, mar­
ried Andrew C. Abrams on Nov. 9, 
1996. They live in Arlington, Va., 
where Karen is an attorney with 
Dickstein, Shapiro, Morin, & 
Oshinsky, in Washington, D.C. She 
can be reached at 
abramsk@dsmo.com. 
Jennifer Barnett, LA 93, 
moved back to Missouri to work as 
a business reporter at the Springfield 
News-Leader. She also "took her first 
step toward technogeekdome" by 
finally getting e-mail. Her address is 
jbarne02@mail.orion.org. 
SaraJ. Evans, LW 93, is an 
associate with Smith, Stern, & 
Friedman, Pc. in Dallas, Texas. The 
firm specializes in commercial real 
estate. 
Gina lvener, BU 93, married 
Michael Lyn Bernstein on Nov. 10, 
1996, in Sioux City, Iowa. Gina is 
a CPA and senior information 
technology management consul­
tant for Ernst & Young, LLP, in 
St. Louis, and can be reached at 
gina.iveneI<&'ey.com. Michael is a 
neuroscience graduate fellow in the 
Medical Scientist Training program 
at the Washington University 
School of Medicine and can be 
reached at bernstein@medidne. 
wustl.edu. 
Jeffrey Krueger, LA 93, LW 
96, joined the firm of Husch & 
Eppenberger in St. Louis as an 
associate in the tax and estate 
planning department. 
Marlo Alexandra Poras, LA 
93, has been living in Hanoi, 
Vietnam, since November 1996. 
She is filming field research tor the 
World Health Organization and is 
teaching English and yoga. She 
SUMMER 1997 
reports she pIa ns to stay in Vietna m 
for another year to develop educa­
tional film projects to provide 
information for Vietnamese pre­
teens and adolescents. Previously, 
she worked as assistant to the head 
of Women in r-ilm, in New York 
City, and as assistant editor on a 
number of feature films. In 
1995-96, she worked for Martin 
Scorcese, in Manhattan, on the film 
Grace ofMy Heart. 
Dave Rifkin, LA 93, is 
engaged to Beth Heleman of 
Philadephia, Pa. He is pursuing an 
LLM in taxation at New York Uni­
versity School of Law. After gradua­
tion, he will be clerking for Judge 
Juan Vasquez of the United States 
Tax Court, in Washington, D.C. 
EUen Schwartz, GB 93, 
started ParaFURnalia Pet Creations, 
an entrepreneurial pet gift com­
pany in 1995. The company is a 
mail order business based in Min­
neapolis that offers pet products 
made in Minnesota by local artists. 
Laura C. Berendson, G8 94, 
has been busy her first year and a 
half at Mosby-Year Book, a St. 
Louis-based health-care publisher. 
She volunteered to serve on an 
action team to evaluate the results 
of an employee survey. She also was 
selected to participate in "Work­
out," established in order to stream­
I ine processes. Lau ra was chosen to 
serve as Websmith, responSible for 
coordinating publishing activities 
on the Internet. She also won two 
innovation awards, was nominated 
for a "Star Perfomer" award, and 
was named developmental editor of 
the year. Laura can be reached at 
laura.berendson@mosby.com. 
Ja.~on Fritts, EN 94, married 
Shannon Reilly, LA 94, on Dec. 
22, 1994. Jason is a graduate stu­
dent at Princeton University, work­
ing towards a PhD in computer 
engineering. Shannon is a first­
grade teacher at Timothy Dwight 
Elementary School, in r-airfield, 
Conn. She received a master's 
degree in elementary education 
from Boston College. 
John Kaufman, LA 94, has 
been promoted to account execu­
tive on the Campbell's soup 
account at the New York office of 
BBDO advertising agency. 
Gerald Oerry) Stithem, EN 
94, EN 95, works at Tagge Engi­
neering Consultants, in Holdrege, 
Neb., as a project manager. His wife, 
Carrie, is the office manager/ 
accountant for NIK Non-Stock 
Marketing Co-op, a service co-op 
owned by 18 Nebraska farmers 
cooperatives and 11 Iowa farmers 
cooperatives. They have a daughter, 
Kelsey Layne, born Nov. 23, 1996, 
in Kearney, Neb. She joins siblings 
Jerry and Carrie at home in Loomis, 
along with "three feline friends." 
Brenda Wolkstein, LA 94, 
married Marc Levinson on Sept. 1, 
1996. They both work for Andersen 
Consulting in Atlanta, Ga. 
Liz Claire, LA 95, earned an 
MA in performance studies from 
New York University and was 
awarded a fellowship to pursue a 
PhD. She has been dancing with the 
New York City-based company Sara 
Pearson/Patrick Widrig & Co. since 
1995, and performed with them at 
their 1996 Joyce Theater season in 
New York; she will teach in resi­
dence with the company at the 
summer Bates Dance Festival. 
Scott Folts, GA 95, authored 
Inside Sottdesk Architectural, a book 
focusing on an architectural soft­
ware package for AutoCAD, pub­
lished by Onward Press in June 
1996.lnJune 1996, he received an 
honorable mention in the Architec­
tural Record Computer Delineation 
Awards. His entry was published in 
the June issue of Architectural Record. 
In fall 1996, he formed his own 
architectural computer graphiCS 
company, ARCH-I-VISION, based in 
Syracuse, N.Y. He also teaches 
advanced 3-D computer graphics at 
Syracuse University and Cazenovia 
College. 
Nicole Saffell Holzman, LA 
95, married Michael Holzlnan, 
LA 95, on Jan. 14, 1996, in Miami 
Fla. They live in Washington, D.C., 
where Nicole is pursuing a master's 
degree in special education at 
American University. Mike is work­
ing for the Department of Justice in 
the environmental crimes section. 
Nicole K1ausman, LA 95, is 
engaged to Andrew Rifkin, BU 
95. A spring 1998 wedding in 
Philadelphia, Pa., is planned. Both 
Nicole and Andrew were members 
of the Mosaic Whispers, a Washing­
ton U. co-ed a cappella Singing 
group. Nicole was a member of 
Alpha Epsilon Phi sorority, and 
Andrew was a member of Theta Xi 
fra ternity. 
Raj Padmanabhan, LA 95, is 
environmental manager at Basler 
Electric Circuits in Austin, Texas. He 
was appointed to the solid waste 
advisory commission by the Austin 
city council. The Network of Indian 
Professionals (Net-lP) presented him 
with a leadership achievement 
award for his work as director of 
professional development. Raj can 
be reached at rajp@juno.com. 
Nomi E. Seltzer, LA 95, 
returned from a year of study in 
Istanbul, Turkey, where she also 
served as a librarian at the American 
Research Institute in Turkey. She is 
working at the New York law firm of 
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley, and 
McCloy. 
Thomas "Toby" Rombauer 
Martin, G8 96, was elected to 
serve on the St. Louis College of 
Pharmacy's Board of Trustees. He is 
an industrial specialist/corporate 
services with Colliers Turley Martin 
commercial real-estate firm. 
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WASHINGTON PROFILES John Remmele M.S.W. '93 
f 'This is where I live': There's no place like home 
le streets of West Haven, inte nsive clinical case manage­ The veterans work out the We'll take them shopping if 
Connecticut, aren't made ment for the system's Depart­ de tails with the housing that's what they need, or we'll] 
of yellow bricks, and social ment of Housing and Urban authority, which offers a going get them to appointments, or 
worker John Re mmele knows it 	 Deve lopment (HUD)-VA rate for one-bedroom apart­ help the m look for work-not 
takes more than a wiza rd and 	 Supported Housing program. ments or flats in a certain loca­ necessarily do it, but help them 
some ruby slippers to bounce li lt oIiginally was a demon­ tion. The Housing Authority do it. We try to light a fire 
back from homel essness. stration program, but it has then deducts 30 pe rcent of th e under them. 
So do th e dozens of once­ been expanded to many more veteran's income. "Moving into an apartment 
homeless veterans Remmele has VAs," Remmele says. "The pro­ "For example, here in West ca n be an isolating experience 
helped at the West Haven cam­ gram was worked out with Haven, if the going rate is $630 for them, if they're used to liv­
pus of the VA-Connecticut HUD whereby HUD gives us and a veteran 's income is, say, ing either in a shelter or on the 
Health Care System. Section-Eight housing vouch ers $300 a month-which is not street. Some of them relapse. So 
He provides 	 to use with homeless vete rans uncommo n-we would multi­ we also have a group we run 
a nd the VA provides the need­ ply that by 30 percent and sub­ every week for SOCialization," 
ed case-management services tract $90 from $630. The hous­ says Remmele. lilt's not uncom­
that have been essential to ing authority would then pay mon that we'll sit down and 
their reintegration into the $540 toward the rent. It gives a talk about their substance 
community. Veterans only veteran the possibility of get­ abuse, post-traumatic stress, or 
qualify if they have been in a ting any apartment for which issues related to their mental ill­
shelter or on the street for the landlord is willing to accept ness and how they are coping." 
the previous 30 days." the voucher." Remmele says the idea of 
Re mmele says the veterans 	 But Remm ele does muc h the program is to return the 
also have to have a diagnosis 	 more than the math-in this vete rans to society as produc­
of substance abuse and/or 	 community-based, active-out­ tive members-something they 
mental illness and mu st be reach program, he and his col­ can 't achieve without a ho me. 
in treatment. "lf they meet leagues have a lot of follow-up "It's such a basis for getting 
all the qualifications, and work to do once the veterans a job," says Remme le. "If 
we have some sense that find homes. "We keep track of you're coming from a shelter or 
they're sufficiently moti­ these guys-we're expected to living on the street, then you 
vated, we'll accept them go to their apartments and don't have an address and 
in our program," he says. knock on their doo rs. We con­ the re's no way to stay in touch. 
"We'll take them over nect them with either out­ Just giving these guys a sense 
to the local housing patient m ental hea lth clinics or of identity is helpful-if they 
authority and they'll substance abuse clinics and have an address, they can say, 
get a voucher, just help maintain their treatment 'This is where I live!'" 
like that." there until they don't need it. -lim Russell 
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Richard j . Kasse lmann, EN 61; 6/96 









Otto A. Gansow, LA 62; 4/97. 

Lester j. W. Heitmann, UC 62; 4/97. 

Walter IN. Jacobs, UC 62; 2/97. 

Edward Norri s, G R 63; 10/95. 

Eva lee (Fowle r) Se ttl e, UC 63; 3/9 7. 

Mr. R. Q uinn Fox, UC 64; 5/96. 

Dennis P. Ca ntwell , MD 65; 4/97. 

Na ncy E Fitzpatrick, GN 65; J/97. 

Ma rgaret (S krabel) Marten, FA 65; 

3 /9 7 

Jo hn E. Ho rst, G R 66; 2/97 

James E. O'Nea l, SI 66; 6/96. 

Sam I. Golman, UC 67; 4/97 . 

Ann Lynn (Vanskike) Hatton, GR 

6 7; 4/97. 

Andrew C. Ca rve ly, UC 68; 2/97. 
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Joe L Moser, UC 68; 8/96. 
Helen E. Knuth, UC 69, UC 79; 
3/97 
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Margaret M. Horton, GR 70; 4/9 7. 
SherylJ. (Williams) Lauter, LA 72, 
GR 73; 3/97. 
Robert]. Moffatt, LA 72; 10/96. 
Emanuel Thomas, BU 72, LW 75; 
3/97. 
Mark Arthur Hergup, LA 74; 1/97. 

Oliver Lesley, UC 74; 3/97. 

Susan Zlmelis, LA 74; 12/96. 





Wayne Allen Schaefer, TI 78; 4/97. 

Llizabeth Smith Stout, SW 78; .3/97 

Randal Klein , GL 85; 1/97. 

Elizabeth joy Blakeley, GR 91 ; 1/9 7. 

Eli zabeth Kelsey, LA 92; 3/97. 






William C. Berry, LA 16, who 
twice served as Kirkwood city 
engineer in SI. Louis County., died 
March 4. He was 102. 
During World War II and in th e 
Korean War, Ilerry worked for th e 
Small Arms Plant as a development 
engineer for the Tyson Valley 
ammunihon storage facility in 
St. Louis County ancllater as plant 
engineer. He was appointed city 
engineer of Kirkwood in 1923 and 
again in 1958. He held the post 
until he retired in 1971. Berry al so 
operated his own engineering firm, 
wh ich served other St. Louis 
County municipalities. 
While a student at Washington 
University, Berry played footba1l 
and basketbal I. 
Dorothy Jung Echols, pro fessor 
emeritus of earth and planetary 
sciences in Arts and SCiences, died 
feb. 4. She was RO. 
Echols earned a bachelor's degree 
in 19.16 irom New York Universitv 
and a master's degree in 1938 fro{n 
Columbia Unive rsity, both in 
geolo!,')'. She conducted work 
toward a doctorate at Washington 
Uni ve rsity.. From 1938 to 1946, she 
worked in the petroleum industry 
as a geologist and micropaleo nto lo­
g ist-a specialist in microfOSSils. She 
was one of the fe w female geo log ists 
working the petroleum industry 
during that era. 
Echols begdn her academic career 
in 1948 at Washington as a labora­
tory instructor. She was named an 
assistant professor in 1960. She 
became an associate professo r in 
1976 and was nam ed professor 
emeritus in 1982. 
In 1977 and 198 1, sh e was part 
o f a sc ien tifi c tea m aboa rd the 
Glomar Challenger, a deep-sea 
drilling vesse l used fo r various 
projects funded by the National 
Science Foundation through the 
ScrilJPS Institution of Ocea nogra­
phy. In 1982, Echo ls formed a 
petroleu J1l -ma ppi ng consu I ti ng 
company with lo ngtim e friend and 
geologist Do ri s tvlalkin Curli s, who 
was the fir st wo man president of 
the Geo logica l Society of America 
(GSA). Echo ls worked as ,} consul­
tanl' until he r dea th. She was a 
sen ior feJlow o f the GS A dnd d 
fe ll ow of the Ame ri ca n Associa tion 
fo r the Adva ncemenl' of Science. 
John P. Edwards, GR 49, physi­
c ian and e piscopal priest, di ed 
March 12. He was 71. 
Edwards rece ived hi s bachelo r's 
degree a fte r Wo rld War JI at Drury 
College in Springfield, Mo., and hi s 
maste r's deg ree in microbiology at 
Washington U.. He rece ived hi s 
medica l degree in o bstetri cs a nd 
gynecology at SI. Lo ui s Uni ve rsity. 
Edwards c9mpleted hi s m edical 
res idency as assh tant ship's surgeon 
aboard the luxury liner 5.5. Ullilni 
5tntes in 1955 and co ntinued hi s 
associat ion with th e U.S. Navy. fo r 
5.3 years, retiring sh ortl y befo re hi s 
dea th as a full co mmander in the 
U.S. Nal')' Rese rve. 
In 1958, [(Iwa rds se t up a med­
ica l practi ce in Rancho Co rdova, 
Ca lif., and delivered more th an 
6,000 babies during hi s 30-yea r 
m ed ical caree r. He wa s ordai ned an 
Episco pal priest in 1977. He served 
as assoliate rector for St. Mary's 
Episco pal Church of Elk Grove, 
Ca lif., until hi s dea th. 
Charles Matthew Espiritu, a 
junior majoring in psych o logy at 
Washington UniverSity, di ed ivlay 1 
after a long battle with GJncer. He 
was 21 . 
Espiritu was a three-year varsity 
football playe r a nd two-year track 
runner ~t St. Lo ui s Prio ry Hig h 
School. 
He also a ttended Tulan~ Univer­
sity, in New O rl ea n s; in late 1994, 
while ho me fro m Tulane, h e was 
diagnosed with ca nce r. With trea t­
ment , the ca nce r went into remis­
sio n, a llowing him 10 cont inue hi s 
studies at Washington University, 
but the ca nce r re turned. M~m(lrial 
contributio ns may be rnade to th e 
America n Can cer Society. 
Harold M. Freund, BU 32, di ed 
of a heart ailment in Los Angeles 
Jan. 27, 1996. He was 85. 
Freund was a former vice presi­
dent of th e Freund Baking Co, of 
St. Louis. In 1962 h e founded a 
separate baking company in Glen ­
dale, Calif. , that al so bo re the famil y 
name. He was chairman o f the 
board and chief executive officer of 
the business. 
Later, he o pened bake ries natio n­
wide that baked buns and English 
muffins for McDonald Corp fran­
chises. He retired in 1974 after 
merging the company in California 
with Continental Coffee Co. 
Freund was part of the fifth 
generatio n o f bakers in hi s family 
and gradua ted in 1936 fro m the 
American In stitute of Baking. 
He was fonn er president o f the 
St. Louis Bakery Productio n Society 
and the American Society o f Bakery 
Engineers. He was on the board of 
the American Bakers Association 
and the Am erican Institute of 
Baking. He a lso founded the 
American Museum of Baking, 
in Manhattan, Kan. 
John M. Grant, MD 54, associate 
pro fessor o f clinical m edi cine, di ed 
o f cancer o n April I . He was 70. 
Grant received his m edical degree 
from the Washington University 
School of Medicine in 1954 and 
jo ined the faculty in 1959 . He 
conducted hi s din ica1 practice at 
the Grant Medical Clinic, founded 
by his fathe r, Samuel B. Grant. He 
also served o n the staff o f Barnes­
Jewish Hospital, of St. Luke's Hospi­
tal, and o f the St. Louis Regional 
Medical Center. 
An interni st with a stro ng inter­
est in psychosomatic a ilments, 
Grant showed remarkable compas­
s io n for hi s patients. He a lso was an 
enthusiastic community ac ti vist 
and a leadi ng o fficer of the Second 
Presbyterian Church, and o ne of the 
fo unders of the Joint Community 
Board , a church group that 
addresses ne ig hborhood problems. 
In the 1960s, Grant se rved as presi­
dent of the interracial Mid-City 
Community Congress in St. Louis. 
Carolyn Grew-Sheridan, LA 69, 
died O ct . I, 1996, o f pancreatic 
cancer at her home in the lvlission 
District o f San Francisco . She 
was 48. 
Grew-She ridan was influential in 
the contemporary fin e woodwork­
ing community since her appren­
ticeship t ra ining at the Peters Valley 
Crafts Center, in New Je rsey. Her 
work has been di splayed at the 
Renwick Gallery of the Smithsonia n 
Institutio n in Washington , D.C. , 
ancl th e annual juried fin e arts 
exhibition o f the Berkeley Arts 
Center. Two of her pieces were 
among 3S0 items chosen from 
7,000 entrants for the just-pub­
lished Design Book Seven from 
Taunton Press. 
Grew-She ridan taught carving at 
Oakland Technical High School , 
various woodworking classes as a 
senior lecturer at the Ca lifornia 
College o f Arts and Crafts, and a 
varie ty o f theory classes at the 
summer programs o f Haystack 
Mountain School, in Maine, ancl 
the Anderson Ranch Arts Center, 
in Colo rado . She is survived by her 
husband, Jo hn Grew-Shericlan, LA 
70, ancl he r parents. 
Ernest Stacey Griffith, a for­
mer professo r of political science, 
died on Ja n . 17. He was 100 and 
li ved in Po rtland , Ore. G riffith was 
a political scientist and fo rmer 
Federal offiCial who wrote on the 
workings of government. 
A former director of what is 
now the Congressional Research 
Service, which conducts research 
for Congress, he was lo ng associ­
ated with American University. In 
1958, he beca me the first dean o f 
its School o ( Internatio nal Service . 
He retired fro m the fa culty in 
1965. 
Thelma Sachar, LA 25, of 
Newton, Mass., the wido w of 
Abram Sachar, foundin g president 
o f Brandeis University, di ed reb. 4. 
Sachar, who graduated Phi Beta 
Kappa fro m Washingto n Univer­
sity, suppo rted [jrandeis fo r 40 
years as hostess to presidents and 
renowned SC ientists, as a goodwill 
ambassado r, ancl as a leading 
member o f the Brandeis University 
National Wo men's Committee, a 
voluntee r gro up that raised mil­
lions o f do llars nationwide to 
support the school 's libraries. 
In tribute to her support, Bran­
deis' board o f trustees es tablished 
the Thelma Sachar Endowed 
Scholarship fund fo r undergradu­
ates in 1985. She received an 
honorary doctor of lett ers degree 
from Brandeis in 1994 . 
David E Silbert, pro fessor o f 
biochemistry and molecular bio­
physics at the School o f Medicine, 
died of cancer April 27 at llarnes­
Jewish Hospital, in 51. Louis. He was 
61. 
Silbert came to the University as 
an American Cancer Soc iety post­
doctoral fellow in 1966 and joined 
the faculty in 1968. He was pro­
moted to associa te p rofesso r in 
1973 and to professor in 1977. He 
was devoted to teaching both 
medical students and graduate 
students and played a leacling role 
in organizing and prese nting the 
biochemistry curriculum . 
In hi s ea rl y research, Silbert 
stuclied the regulation o f lipid 
biosynthes is in bacteri a, pioneering 
the use o f genetic methods to 
analyze the roles o( me mbrane 
compone nts. More recentl y, he 
focused hi s attention o n functi o n o f 
lipids, especially sterols, in animal 
cell membranes and o n applying 
genetiC m ethods to study lipids and 
lipid-processing enzymes in volved 
in transmitting mitogenic signals. 
Silbert was born in 1936 in 
Cambridge, Mass., and grew up in 
the Bosto n area. He received a 
medica l deg ree f[Om Harvard Med­
ical School in 1962 and movecl to 
St. Louis to complete an internship 
and residency in ward meclicine at 
Barnes Hospital. 
Elizabeth Mary Smith Stout, 
associate pro fessor o f psyChiatry a t 
the School of Medicine and associ­
ate professor at the George Warren 
Brown School of Social Work, died 
o f cancer March 7. She was S8 and 
lived in Defiance, Mo . 
Stout was the chief social worker 
at the Barnes Hospital Psychiatry 
Clinic fro m 1963 to 67 and joined 
the Washington Unive rsity facult y 
as an instructor in psychiatry in 
1967. From 1971 until her cleath, 
she rail the mental hea lth clinic at 
the G race Hill Neig hbo rhood Hea lth 
Center, providing trea tment for low­
income pa ti ents and tra ining fo r 
medical students. 
Stout was internati o nally recog­
nized fo r her work with disaster 
survivors. She focused her studies 
011 survivors of plan e crashes, 
!loocls, ea rthquakes, a nd other 
disasters to learn abo ut the impact 
of these events on their mental 
health. He r work helped identify 
survivo rs w ho develo ped psychiatriC 
problem s so that they coulcl receive 
treatment. She had been working 
with surviVO rs of the O klahoma 
City bo mbing prior to he r illness. 
Fredda Witherspoon, SW 49, 
GR 54, a lo ngtime educator and 
community leader, di ed Aug. 14, 
1996. She was 73 and li ved in 
St . Louis. She earnecl it master's 
degree in psychiatri c soc ial work 
from Washington Unive rsity and a 
doctorate in guidance a ncl counsel­
ing from St. Louis University. With­
e rspoo n was professo r o f guidance 
and co unseling at Fo rest Park 
Community College in St. Louis 
until she retired in 1992; she 
worked a t Fo rest Park Community 
College (o r 27 years. 
Since 1969, Witherspoon was a 
board member and leade r in a 
number of programs and commit­
tees associa ted with the Urban 
League of Me tropo litan St. Louis. 
She was the first black pres ident o f 
the YWCA o f Greate r St. Louis and 
the first local chairman o f the 
United Negro College Funcl. 
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ATHREAT TO 
America's Great Medical Schools 
and Teaching Hospitals 
BY WILLIAM A. PECK, M.D. 
The nation's great medical schools and teaching hospitals part of the BJC Health System), Barnard Free Skin and Cancer Hospital, and the are in danger-despite the fact that they are the chief Central Insti tute for the Deaf, are in reasons America leads the world in health care and med­ aggrega te the largest employer in the 
City of St. Louis. They have an econom­ical research. In the new health-care environment, radical 
ic impact on the region estimated at 
changes in financing are threatening to destroy the very founda- $3.6 billion each year, and are among 
the many academic health institutionstion of medical progress. It is imperative that we find new ways 
that provide ex tensive medical services 
to fund the institutions' critically important missions: discovery, to the poor (in this case being the major 
learning, and community service. 
What's in an academic health center? 
Think of the critical contributions of Washington University 
School of MediCine and its fellow institutions. The faculties 
develop and provide the most advanced treatments available 
anywhere, conduct much of the nation's medical research, 
educate the world's best physicians and other health profes­
sionals, and train most of its future scientists. They are the 
common denominator in a shared institutional mission-to 
lead in improving heal th care. The research advances of 
these pioneering physicians bring international recogni tion, 
attracting outstanding studen ts, scientists, and clinicians to 
the institutions and communities, along with tho ll sands of 
visitors each year. 
Strengthening America's communities 
Medical schools and teaching hospitals, in fact, make an 
incalculable contribution to their regions. They are among 
the largest employers in thei r communities, and many pro­
vide extensive medical services to the poor and lead commu­
nity developmen t projects. 
Washington University School of Medicine and its affili­
ates, Barnes-Jewish and St. Louis Children's hospitals (both 
providers of ca re for uninsured people in 
St. Louis) . 
This partnership also has led the way 
in revitalizing the Cen tral West End and has joined with 
citizens' groups to enhance the Forest Park Southeast 
neighborhood, areas surrounding the Medical Center. 
Over a 20-year period, Medical Center institutions 
spurred about $430 million in residential, commerc ial, 
and institutional reinvestment in the Central West End . 
In 1995 the institutions received a $2.4 million five-year 
grant from the U.S. Department of HOllsing and Urban 
Development to help the Fores t Park Southeast neighbor­
hood. Together with our partners, the City of St. LouiS 
and citizens groups in the neighborhood, we are working 
to preserve the current residential mix while increasing 
home ownership by buying and rehabilitating dilapidated 
buildings, creating a management-assistance program to 
help landlords improve the quality of their rental units, 
and supplementing the police force with a neighborhood 
safety patrol. Students from the School of Medicine have 
started a Saturday medical clinic for neighborhood resi­
dents. Joined by students from the School of SOCial Work, 
they are working to augment the existing SOCial services 
in the neighborhood and are creating and implementing 
a model employment-referral program for neighborhood 
residents. 
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The cost of providing better medicine 
Financing academic health centers is costly because of the 
enormity of the endeavor. Support for our mission of 
improving health care, conducting cutting-edge research, 
educating the medical work force, and providing the most 
advanced clinical treatments comes from many sources: fac­
ulty clinical practices, hospital income, federal and private 
research grants and contracts, state revenues, philanthropy, 
and tuition. The National Institutes of Health (NIH) funds 
most medical-school and teaching-hospital research. 
Washington University currently ranks third among the 125 
medical schools in NIH support: We received $160 million in 
1996. Barnes-Jewish Hospital received another $12 million. 
Important investments also come from pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology companies and private foundations and insti­
tutes such as the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, The 
Lucille P. Markey Charitable Trust, the James S. McDonnell 
Foundation, and the Spencer T. and Ann W. Olin 
Foundation, among many others. 
But these sources do not come close to paying for the 
costs of the nation's medical research-in particular, the costs 
of faculty recruitment and development, facilities and equip­
ment, and an ever-increasing number of regulations. There is 
also a shortfall in financing medical education. Medical 
school tuition is high, but it pays for less than half the cost 
of educating a medical student. Philanthropy is an extremely 
important ingredient, but it doesn't make up the difference, 
even at the most heavily endowed institutions. State-support­
ed medical schools are experiencing the same problems. 
Third-year medical student Letitia Bridges puts young Jerome Blagg at 
ease before performing a physical examination at the Washington 
University Medical Center 
To fully fund research and teaching, the nation's med­
ical schools have relied on patient care revenues. 
Nationally, medical school faculty practices in 1994 gener­
ated revenues of more than $8 billion, of which some $2.5 
billion subsidized research and teaching. 
The effect of managed care on funding 
These clinical revenues-and hence the academic programs 
and the free medical care they subsidize-are jeopardized 
in the new health-care financing environment. At the root 
of the problem is managed care. Managed-care health 
plans have addressed the pressing need to reduce the 
nation's spiraling health-care costs. To their credit, they 
have begun to emphasize preventive care. However, they 
have saved money principally by reducing the use of med­
ical specialists and expensive tests and the !i'equency and 
duration of hospital stays. In some areas of the country, 
patients and revenues are already being directed away from 
medical schools and teaching hospitals to lower-cost 
providers that don 't have an academic expense. While this 
strategy has contributed to a timely decline in health-care 
expenditures, it now threatens the resources that academic 
health centers must have if they are to do their jobs and 
ultimately benefit society through better medicine. 
The central problem is that many managed-care health 
plans do not provide sufficient financing for research, 
teaching, and free care-a remarkably short-sighted omis­
sion. To help close the funding gap and reduce costs, med­
ical schools and teaching hospitals are becoming more effi­
Cient, but efficiency is not the entire answer. 
Our shared responsibility 
As a nation, we Americans must recognize the risks of lim­
iting medical progress and understand that short-term cost 
savings cannot obscure the need for long-term investment. 
Vigorous medical research is the best way to provide a 
healthful life for all Americans; managed-care health plans 
will benefit as well. 
All of us-including managed health-care providers­
share the responsibility to ensure continuous improvement 
in health care; that can only happen through continued 
superiority in medical research and education. To compen­
sate medical schools and teaching hospitals for losses 
caused by managed care, some in Congress advocate that 
all health plans share in funding medical research and edu­
cation. I agree. This shared funding would help sustain the 
academic and community-service missions of these superb 
institutions. Everyone benefits when medical schools and 
teaching hospitals have the tools to do their jobs. @ 
William A. Peck, M D., is executive vice chancellor for medica l affairs and dean 
of the Washington UniverSity School of Medicine. He is chai rman of the Council 
of Deans of the Association of American Medical Colleges. 
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Triumph of Reason After 11 engineering undergrads, advised by associate professor 
Roger D. Chamberlain, created robots for the 10th regional W. J. "Jerry" Sanders Creative 
Design Contest, a tent-shaped version named Reason ranked seventh among 40; another WU 
entry was fourth . (Although Reason lifts foam-rubber cubes from a carpet for now, one day an 
evolved twin may perform brain surgery!) Freshman captain David Discher, sophomore Karen 
Reed (both above), and teammates refined Reason until 3:30 a.m. on competition eve and just 
before contest time. Now Discher is thinking of next year-and how to modify the process. 
~Wclshington
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